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SCHEDULE
I. A Simple Start: Particle Dynamics
A. A Passive Particle in a Velocity Field
B. A Particle with Mass
C. Spring-Mass Systems
II. Mathematical Models
A. Physical Laws
1. Newton’s Laws of Motion
2. Conservation of Mass, Momentum, Energy
B. Materials
1. Rigid Bodies
2. Soft Bodies (Elasticity)
3. Fluids
III. Spatial Discretization
A. Lagrangian vs. Eulerian
B. Grids, Meshes, Particles
C. Interpolation
D. Finite Differences
E. Finite Elements

V. Temporal Discretization
A. Explicit
1. Trapezoidal Rule vs. Midpoint
Method
2. Symplectic Euler
B. Implicit Integration
VI. Constraints
A. Bilateral and Unilateral Constraints
B. Soft vs. Hard Constraints
C. Penalty Forces, Lagrange Multipliers, Generalized Coordinates
D. Practical Rigid Body Systems
E. Non-penetration Constraints, Collisions, and Contact

A Simple Start: Particle Dynamics. To begin, we develop a complete physics-based animation
system by restricting ourselves to the simplest of models: particle systems. We introduce basic
concepts of mass, energy, forces, and velocity. We then provide a refresher on first- and secondorder differential equations and introduce numerical integration. Finally, we add springs between
particles to allow for animation of soft bodies.
Mathematical Models. We continue by introducing the physical and mathematical models
that underlie physics-based animation. We provide a refresher on Newton’s laws of motion and
then discuss the notions of conservation of mass, momentum, and energy. Then, still working
in the continuous domain, we introduce the mathematical models and equations of motion that
describe the most commonly used materials in physics-based computer animation: rigid bodies,
soft elastic bodies, and fluids.
Spatial Discretization. An important component of physics-based animation is the discretization of spatially continuous quantities. We discuss a variety of techniques related to spatial discretization. First, we explain the difference between Eulerian and Lagrangian frames of reference,
both of which are important and widely used and give some examples of their use. We introduce
some commonly used grid-based data structures, e.g., collocated and staggered grids, and acceleration structures. We then describe the use of unstructured meshes for spatial discretization, as well
as mesh-free particle-based discretizations. Interpolation techniques are critical for communicating
between different spatial discretizations, and these are discussed. Finally, we describe two common
approaches to discretization of spatial derivatives: finite differences and finite elements.
Temporal Discretization. We first introduce the explicit form of temporal discretization and
integration. We discuss truncation error and order of accuracy and point out that methods with the
same truncation error can behave differently by examining the trapezoidal rule and the midpoint
method for first-order ordinary differential equations. We then discuss explicit integrators for
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second-order ordinary differential equations and advocate for the symplectic Euler method, despite
its lower order of accuracy. We then turn to implicit integration, which couples together a system
of partial differential equations. We then derive the linearly implicit Euler method by explicitly
linearizing the equations of motion for elastic bodies (avoiding the need for Taylor expansion).
Then we briefly discuss alternatives for solving the resulting linear system and the underlying
nonlinear system.
Constraints. In our final section, we discuss the use of constraints in physics-based animation.
We discuss the difference between bilateral (equality) and unilateral (inequality) constraints and
the resulting implications. We also discuss the difference between soft and hard constraints and
the enforcement of constraints through penalty forces, Lagrange multipliers, and generalized
coordinates. We then discuss how constraints are enforced in practical constrained rigid body
systems. Finally, we discuss one of the most difficult constraint problems in computer animation:
non-penetration constraints that result from collision and contact.
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A SIMPLE START: PARTICLE DYNAMICS

In this section, we develop a complete physics-based animation system by restricting ourselves to
the simplest of models: particle systems. We introduce basic concepts of mass, energy, forces, and
velocity. We also provide a refresher on first- and second-order differential equations and introduce
numerical integration. Finally, we add springs between particles to allow for animation of soft
bodies.
1.1

A passive particle in a velocity field

In the simplest particle systems, mass-less particles are advected through given velocity fields. As
simple as this case is, talented animators can create compelling animations by varying the velocity
fields over space and time. Sometimes the velocity fields are even the result of another simulation.
When advecting a passive particle through a given velocity field, we only need to track the
particle’s position through time. We must also be able to evaluate the velocity field at a given point
in space and at a given instant of time. Thus, we assume that we have a function 𝐯(𝐱, 𝑡) that will
provide us with a velocity 𝐯 at a position, 𝐱, and time, 𝑡 . A particle’s position, which varies over
time, 𝐱𝑝 (𝑡) is then the solution of an Initial Value Problem:

𝐱𝑝 (0) = 𝐱0
(1)
𝑑𝐱𝑝 (𝑡)
= 𝐱̇ 𝑝 (𝑡) = 𝐯(𝐱𝑝 , 𝑡),
𝑑𝑡
where the the initial position of the particle, at time 0, is given as 𝐱0 and the change in position
is determined by the velocity field. Here the overdot is a common shorthand to denote a time
derivative. Because we described the particle’s position by describing how it changes, the second
equation is a differential equation. This differential equation is known as an Oridinary Differential
Equation (ODE) because it only involves a single derivative, in this case, with respect to time.
Moreover, this equation is a First-order ODE because we are only taking a single derivative with
respect to time. Later, we will see both second-order systems and partial differential equations
(PDE).
For very simple velocity fields, we could solve this initial value problem analytically, but in the
general case we will need to use numerical integration to solve this system. The intuition behind the
simplest method, known as Euler integration, can be found by looking at the continuous definition
of the derivative,
𝐱𝑝 (𝑡 + 𝜖) − 𝐱𝑝 (𝑡)
𝑑𝐱𝑝 (𝑡)
= lim
.
(2)
𝜖 →0
𝑑𝑡
𝜖
To approximate this equation discretely, we simply replace the limit as 𝜖 → 0 with a finite value
𝜖 = Δ𝑡 ,
𝑑𝐱𝑝 (𝑡) 𝐱𝑝 (𝑡 + Δ𝑡) − 𝐱𝑝 (𝑡)
≈
.
(3)
𝑑𝑡
Δ𝑡
Substituting into Equation (1)
𝐱𝑝 (𝑡 + Δ𝑡) − 𝐱𝑝 (𝑡)
= 𝐯(𝐱𝑝 , 𝑡)
Δ𝑡
and performing some manipulation, we have
𝐱𝑝 (𝑡 + Δ𝑡) = 𝐱𝑝 (𝑡) + Δ𝑡 ⋅ 𝐯(𝐱𝑝 , 𝑡).

(4)
(5)

Given that the initial value problem gives us 𝐱𝑝 (0), we can now use Equation (5) to trace the
particle forward through time. More advanced and accurate techniques exist, of course, and we will
postpone the discussion of these until Section 4. One thing to note here, is that as the timestep, Δ𝑡 ,
5
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is decreased the approximation in Equation (3) becomes more accurate, resulting in a better solution
to the initial value problem. However, that better solution comes at the cost of longer computation
time as a larger number of timesteps are required to cover the same amount of simulated time.
1.2

A particle with mass

A real-world object’s motion is governed by internal and external forces that affect the object’s
acceleration through Newton’s second law of motion, 𝐟 = 𝑚𝐚. Thus to introduce forces, such as
gravity, into our particle systems we must also introduce mass. Our initial value problem then
becomes

𝐱𝑝 (0) = 𝐱0
𝑑 2 𝐱𝑝 (𝑡)
𝐟(𝐱𝑝 , 𝑡)
= 𝐱̈ 𝑝 (𝑡) =
.
𝑑𝑡 2
𝑚𝑝

(6)

It is often convenient to rewrite this second-order differential equation as a system of coupled
first-order equations,

𝐱𝑝 (0) = 𝐱0
𝐯𝑝 (0) = 𝐯0
𝑑𝐱𝑝 (𝑡)
= 𝐱̇ 𝑝 (𝑡) = 𝐯𝑝 (𝑡)
𝑑𝑡
𝑑𝐯𝑝 (𝑡)
𝐟(𝐱𝑝 , 𝑡)
= 𝐯̇ 𝑝 (𝑡) =
.
𝑑𝑡
𝑚𝑝

(7)

As before we can numerical solve this initial value problem by integrating forward in time using
Euler’s method:

𝐟(𝐱𝑝 , 𝑡)
𝑚𝑝
𝐱𝑝 (𝑡 + Δ𝑡) = 𝐱𝑝 (𝑡) + Δ𝑡 ⋅ 𝐯𝑝 (𝑡 + Δ𝑡).
𝐯𝑝 (𝑡 + Δ𝑡) = 𝐯𝑝 (𝑡) + Δ𝑡 ⋅

(8)

This particular integration scheme is commonly referred to as symplectic Euler and is, in many
cases, the best choice among the simple integration schemes.
The particle system designer can specify a wide variety of forces such as gravitational forces
around a point, line, or (ground) plane, damping, and penalties for violating constraints. An early
example of such systems was detailed in 1990 by Sims [1990] and was used to create the animated
short Particle Dreams.
In a particle system implementation, a Particle structure would typically store, at a minimum:
mass, position, velocity, and a force accumulator.1 Most implementations allow particles to have
arbitrary attributes such as color, size, age, type, etc. A typical simulation will have an outer
loop that takes timesteps. Each timestep typically contains three loops. The first iterates over the
particles initializing the force accumulators. The second iterates over the forces, applying them to
the affected particles. The third updates the particles velocities and positions using Equation (8).
1 While

it is conceptually convenient to imagine a Particle structure, many practical implementations do not store all a
particle’s data contiguously. Instead, a ParticleSystem will store multiple single-datum arrays (i.e. separate arrays for
positions, velocities, and force accumulators). Doing so increases efficiency because it avoids loading unnecessary data into
the cache. For example, a particle’s position is not needed to zero out its force accumulator.
6
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Spring-mass systems

In the sort of particle systems thus far described, the particles can be subjected to a wide range of
forces, but they do not interact. Allowing the particles to interact enables the creation of particle
systems that can be used to animate a wide range of physical phenomena from hair to water to
clothing. The simplest mechanism for particle interaction is to apply spring forces between particles.
The resulting systems are typically called spring-mass or mass-spring systems.
The simplest formulation of a spring force involves a mass attached to the origin with a zero
length spring and is often expressed as
𝐟 = −𝑘𝐝
(9)
where 𝑘 is Hooke’s spring constant and 𝐝 is the displacement. Using the notation we have been
using, we would replace 𝐝 with 𝐱𝑝
𝐟 𝑝 = −𝑘𝐱𝑝 .
(10)
This can be generalized to a spring with a given rest length 𝑟 as

−𝐱𝑝
𝐟 𝑝 = 𝑘 (‖𝐱𝑝 ‖ − 𝑟 )
.
‖𝐱 ‖
𝑝

(11)

Here we have a force that is proportional to the difference between the spring’s current length
and its rest length, in the direction from the particle to the origin. Unfortunately, in this form, the
term (‖𝐱𝑝 ‖ − 𝑟 ) has units of meters, which means that if the resolution increases the forces get
smaller. That is, if a single spring is replaced by two springs the force on the particle is half as
large and 𝑘 must be adjusted to maintain similar behavior. It is better to divide by 𝑟 and use the
dimension-less quantity (‖𝐱𝑝 ‖/𝑟 − 1). This dimension-less quantity is known as a strain measure
and will be discussed in more detail in Section 2.2.2. Because strain is dimension-less, our parameter
𝑘 is now a material parameter independent of the discretization. Our force then becomes

𝐟𝑝 = 𝑘

‖𝐱𝑝 ‖

−𝐱𝑝
−1
.
) ‖𝐱𝑝 ‖
( 𝑟

(12)

We can generalize further by placing the other end point at an arbitrary point in space 𝐱𝑞 . Then
our force becomes
𝐱𝑞 − 𝐱𝑝
‖𝐱𝑞 − 𝐱𝑝 ‖
−1
.
(13)
𝐟𝑝 = 𝑘
) ‖𝐱𝑞 − 𝐱𝑝 ‖
(
𝑟
From Newton’s third law we know that the force on particle 𝑞 must be 𝐟 𝑞 = −𝐟 𝑝 .
So far we have a model for ideal elastic bodies, but in nature internal friction converts some elastic
energy into heat. This phenomenon is called damping. We can enhance our model by including an
additional damping force, which depends on the relative velocities between the particles:

𝐯𝑞 − 𝐯𝑝 𝐱𝑞 − 𝐱𝑝
𝐱𝑞 − 𝐱𝑝
⋅
.
)
𝑟
‖𝐱𝑞 − 𝐱𝑝 ‖ ‖𝐱𝑞 − 𝐱𝑝 ‖
Putting together the elastic and damping forces and rearanging terms we get,
𝐟 𝑝 = 𝑘𝑑

𝐟 𝑝 = 𝑘𝑠
[ (

‖𝐱𝑞 − 𝐱𝑝 ‖

𝑟

(

− 1 + 𝑘𝑑
)
(

𝐱𝑞 − 𝐱𝑝
(𝐯𝑞 − 𝐯𝑝 ) ⋅ (𝐱𝑞 − 𝐱𝑝 )
.
𝑟 ‖𝐱𝑞 − 𝐱𝑝 ‖
)] ‖𝐱𝑞 − 𝐱𝑝 ‖

In code, the simulation loop might look something like the listing in Algorithm 1

7
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Algorithm 1 Spring-Mass System Timestep Loop
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:

2

for Particle p : particles do
p.frc = 0
p.frc += p.mass*gravity
end for
for Spring s : springs do
Vec3 d = particles[s.j].pos - particles[s.i].pos
double l = mag(d)
Vec3 v = particles[s.j].vel - particles[s.i].vel
Vec3 frc = (k_s*((l / s.r) - 1.0) + k_d*dot(v / s.r, d / l)) * (d / l)
particles[s.i].frc += frc
particles[s.j].frc -= frc
end for
for Particle p : particles do
p.vel += dt*(p.frc / p.mass)
p.pos += dt*(p.vel)
end for
MATHEMATICAL MODELS

In this section we introduce the mathematical models that govern motion. This field of study is
often referred to as Continuum Mechanics because the models assume that the underlying materials
are continuous, which is a reasonable assumption at the scales and for the phenomena we are
generally concerned with. In the following sections we will discuss how numerical methods are
employed to discretize these models to obtain computational solutions.
2.1

Physical Laws

Much of physics-based simulation is based on the the formulation of classical mechanics developed
by Isaac Newton, which he published in his tome The Principia in 1687. In that work, he described
several laws of motion that remain fundamental in the modeling, analysis, and simulation of the
types of mechanical systems that we are interested in here. Another distinct formulation of classical
mechanics is variational or analytical mechanics, which is based on the principle of least action,
and also has significant use in physics-based animation. We will revisit concepts from variational
mechanics in discussing rigid bodies and constraints. Here, we focus on the fundamental laws of
Newtonian mechanics.
2.1.1 Newton’s Laws of Motion. Newton’s laws describe the dynamics of a body that can be
idealized as a particle, or point mass. Newton used these laws to study many systems, including the
motion of planets over large distances. While Newton’s laws do not address the extent of the body,
the distribution of its mass, and its internal forces, they can be applied to systems such as soft bodies
or fluids by viewing these as collections of particles and characterizing all of the inter-particle
forces.
Newton’s first law. Newton’s first law states that a body remains at rest or moves with a
constant velocity unless acted upon by a force. This is also called the law of inertia and the motion
described is called uniform motion.
Newton’s second law. Newton’s second law is fundamental in computing the evolution in time
of the state of a body. Newton’s famous second law, 𝐟 = 𝑚𝐚, states that the instantaneous change
8
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in the momentum of a body is equal to the net force acting on the body. The momentum of a body
is given by
𝐩(𝑡) = 𝑚𝐯(𝑡),
(16)
where 𝑚 is the mass of the body and 𝐯 is the velocity of the body. The mathematical expression of
Newton’s second law is

𝑑
𝑑
𝐩(𝑡) = 𝑚 𝐯(𝑡) = 𝑚𝐚(𝑡).
(17)
𝑑𝑡
𝑑𝑡
Therefore, application of Newton’s second law to a physical system is done by identifying all of
the bodies in the system and identifying the forces acting on each body. For example, in Figure 1,
𝐟(𝑡) =

Fig. 1. A particle of mass 𝑚 is subject to a spring force 𝐟 𝑠 , a graviational force 𝐟 𝑔 , and an unspecified
external force 𝐟 𝑒 . Given the forces, Newton’s second law gives the acceleration of the particle, which is
then used to compute a new velocity and position of the particle.
a particle of mass 𝑚 experiences a spring force 𝐟 𝑠 from a neighboring particle, the gravitational
force 𝐟 𝑔 , and another unspecified external force 𝐟 𝑒 . By Newton’s second law, the acceleration of
the particle is given by

𝑚𝐚 = 𝐟 𝑠 + 𝐟 𝑔 + 𝐟 𝑒 .

(18)

Given the forces, the acceleration is used to update the velocity of the body, and the velocity is
used to update the position of body.
Newton’s third law. Newton’s third law states that for every action, there is an equal and
opposite reaction. Specifically, in an interaction between two particles or bodies, if body A applies
force 𝐟 to body B, then body B applies force −𝐟 to body A. We can use this law to help identify all
of the forces acting on the bodies in a given scenario. For example, in the image below, a particle of
mass 𝑚1 is connected by spring to a particle of mass 𝑚2 . If the spring force experienced by the

particle of mass 𝑚1 is 𝐟 , then Newton’s third law requires that the spring force experienced by the
particle of mass 𝑚2 is −𝐟 . Note that by Newton’s second law, if their masses are unequal, then their
accelerations due to the spring force will necessarily be unequal. In particular, the lighter particle
will experience a larger acceleration, while the heavier particle experiences a smaller acceleration.
Consider another example, illustrated below, where a particle of mass 𝑚 is resting on the ground.
The particle exerts a force on the ground equal to 𝐟 = −𝑚𝐠. By Newton’s third law, the ground
9
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exerts a reaction force on the particle equal to −𝐟 = 𝑚𝐠. Therefore, forces acting on the particle are
the force of gravity −𝑚𝐠 and the reaction force from the ground 𝑚𝐠. By Newton’s second law,

𝑚𝐚 = −𝑚𝐠 + 𝑚𝐠 = 𝟎,

(19)

so that the particle remains at rest on the ground.
Finally, consider an example where a moving particle of mass 𝑚1 collides with a moving particle
of mass 𝑚2 , illustrated below. Due to the collision, each particle feels a force, such that after the

collision the relative velocity of the particles is at least zero to prevent their interpenetration. By
Newton’s third law, the forces on the particles must be a pair of action/reaction forces. Notably,
since the change in momentum of each particle is equal to the force acting on it, Newton’s third
law implies here that the total momentum of the particles before the collision will be equal to the
total momentum of the particles after the collision, i.e., the total momentum of the system will be
conserved.
2.1.2 Conservation of Mass, Momentum, Energy. The physical principles of conservation of
mass, linear and angular momentum, and energy are also of central importance in physics-based
animation. A conserved quantity is one which cannot be created or destroyed.
Newton’s second law tells us that if there is no net force acting on a particle, then

𝑑
𝑚𝐯(𝑡) = 𝟎 ⇒ 𝑚𝐯(𝑡) = constant,
(20)
𝑑𝑡
i.e., the momentum of the particle is conserved. By Newton’s third law, every action has an equal
and opposite reaction, which also leads to conservation of linear and angular momentum in a
closed system of interacting particles.
The principle of conservation of energy tells us that energy cannot be created or destroyed, but
can only change form, so that the total energy in a closed system remains constant. For example,
consider an object of mass 𝑚 dropped with zero initial velocity in a vacuum (so that there is no loss
of energy to air friction) from a height ℎ0 . Initially the object has potential energy 𝑚𝑔ℎ0 due to
the force of gravity. As the object falls, the potential energy is converted to kinetic energy 21 𝑚𝑣 2 ,
where 𝑣 = ‖𝐯‖ is the speed of the object. Since total energy is conserved and equal to the initial
energy 𝑚𝑔ℎ0 , we have
1
𝑚𝑔ℎ(𝑡) + 𝑚𝑣(𝑡)2 = 𝑚𝑔ℎ0
(21)
2√
⇒ 𝑣(𝑡) = 2(𝑔ℎ0 − 𝑔ℎ(𝑡)).
(22)
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Therefore, using the principle of conservation
of energy, we can conclude, for example, that the
√
object will be traveling with speed 2𝑔ℎ0 when in hits the ground.
Conservation laws for continua. The principles of conservation of mass, momentum, and
energy are also used in the field of continuum mechanics to derive the equations describing the
behavior of continua. These are materials such as soft bodies and fluids, modeled as being made
of up of a continuum of matter rather than discrete particles, an assumption that is appropriate
for the spatial scales of interest in physics-based animation. In this case, given a continuum of
material, we consider the rate of change of the conserved quantity in an arbitrary control volume Ω
with boundary 𝜕Ω, as illustrated below. Imagine that the material is a fluid, and that 𝐯(𝐱, 𝑡) is the

time-varying velocity field of the fluid. The total mass in the region Ω is given by ∫Ω 𝜌𝑑𝑉 where 𝜌
is the fluid density and 𝑑𝑉 is a volume element. Conservation of mass tells us that the total amount
of mass in the fixed region Ω can only change in time due to flow of mass into or out of Ω through
its boundary 𝜕Ω. Mathematically, this is expressed as

𝑑
𝜌𝑑𝑉 = − ∮ 𝜌𝐯(𝐱, 𝑡) ⋅ 𝐧(𝐱)𝑑𝑆,
(23)
𝑑𝑡 ∫Ω
𝜕Ω
where 𝐧(𝐱) is the outward unit normal on 𝜕Ω. Applying the divergence theorem to the right hand
side, and moving all terms to the left hand side gives
𝜕𝜌
(24)
∫ 𝜕𝑡 + ∇ ⋅ (𝜌𝐯) 𝑑𝑉 = 0.
Ω
Since the control volume was arbitrary and this must hold for any control volume, we get that
𝜕𝜌
+ ∇ ⋅ (𝜌𝐯) = 0.
(25)
𝜕𝑡
More details can be found in [Landau and Lifshitz 1959].
These conservation laws are local rather than global, so that if we lose mass in one part of the
domain but add it in another, such that the total global mass is conserved, the conservation law
would still be violated. In a simulation, this would amount to seeing a volume of fluid disappear
in one part of the domain and magically appear in another, a situation that is not desirable. The
local nature of the conservation laws means that mass, momentum, and energy should be locally
conserved everywhere.
In general, a local conservation law takes the form
𝜕𝑢
+ ∇ ⋅ 𝐟(𝑢) = 0,
(26)
𝜕𝑡
where 𝑢 is the conserved quantity, and 𝐟(𝑢) is the flux function, representing the flow through the
boundary of the conserved quantity.
It is also possible to include sources or sinks on the right hand side of (23). These functions
are used to model the addition or removal of the conserved quantity through interaction with an
external system.
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Materials

Physics-based animation is used for a wide variety of materials: rigid bodies which are idealized to
have no deformation, soft bodies that deform elastically and plastically, fluids such as air, water,
honey, and others materials such as sand and snow. In this section, we introduce the mathematical
models describing soft bodies, rigid bodies, and fluids. These models and their combinations form
the basis for most materials considered in physics-based animation.
2.2.1 Rigid Bodies.

(b) Simulation of rigid barrels, augmented with
example-based deformations. Reproduced from
(a) Simulation of rigid bodies coupled to elastic cloth.
[Jones et al. 2016].
Reproduced from [Sifakis et al. 2007].

Fig. 2. Examples of rigid body simulations.
Introduction. We saw previously that a system of particles connected by springs can be used
to model an elastic object. In many cases, we are interested in modeling very stiff objects for which
we are not concerned with elastic deformation. We could use a particle system connected with very
stiff springs, but this representation is inefficient compared to a rigid body approximation. A rigid
body is a object whose points are constrained to be at a fixed distance from one another, i.e., it is
assumed to not undergo any deformation. In this idealized limit, the position of all points on the
object can be describe with six degrees of freedom. First, the center of mass of the object can be
at any point in three-dimensional space, giving three positional degrees of freedom. Second, the
object can be oriented in any way about that center of mass, given three orientational degrees of
freedom. Using the constraint that all points in the rigid body remain a fixed distance from one
another, we arrive at a special form for the laws of motion of a rigid body.
For further reading, a thorough introduction to rigid body simulation can be found in [Baraff
2001].
Kinematics. Though we will use rigid bodies to model very stiff continuous media, for the
purposes of deriving the rigid body properties and laws, it is convenient to think of the rigid body
as composed of discrete particles labeled 𝑖 = 1, ⋯ , 𝑁 , each with mass 𝑚𝑖 . In what follows, discrete
sums over the constituent particles can be replaced with continuous integrals to derive the results.
The center of mass, 𝐱𝑐𝑜𝑚 of the rigid body is the mass-weighted average position of the rigid
body’s constituent particles,

𝐱𝑐𝑜𝑚 =

∑𝑁
𝑖=1 𝑚𝑖 𝐩𝑖
∑𝑁
𝑖=1 𝑚𝑖
12
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(a) Object space.

(b) World space.

Fig. 3
It is convenient to fix a coordinate system to the body, with its origin at the body’s center of mass.
Coordinates of points on the body relative to this fixed coordinate system are said to be in object
space. In constrast, the usual common space in which all objects are defined is now referred to
as world space. As the body translates and rotates over time, its center of mass and constituent
particles will move in space. Hence, while the object space coordinates of the body particles are
fixed, the world space coordinates generally change over time. A rigid body in object space and
world space is depicted in Figure 3.
Consider a particle of the rigid body with object space position 𝐫0 . At time 𝑡 , the position of the
body center of mass is given by 𝐱(𝑡), and the orientation of the body can be described by a rotation
matrix 𝐑(𝑡) about the center of mass. Therefore, the world space position of the particle is given by

𝐩(𝑡) = 𝐱(𝑡) + 𝐑(𝑡)𝐫0 .

(28)

𝐫(𝑡) = 𝐑(𝑡)𝐫0 ,

(29)

We will also write
to represent the rotated particle position about the center of mass, so that 𝐩(𝑡) = 𝐱(𝑡) + 𝐫(𝑡) as
shown in Figure 3b.
The velocity of a particle of the rigid body can be found by differentiating (28) with respect to
time, to get

̇
̇ = 𝐱(𝑡)
̇ + 𝐑(𝑡)𝐫
𝐯(𝑡) = 𝐩(𝑡)
0.

(30)

̇ , is referred
Linear and Angular Velocity. The velocity of the rigid body center of mass, 𝐱(𝑡)
as the rigid body linear velocity, and is analogous to the velocity of a single particle. Notice that the
motion of a particle on the body in Eq. (30) contains this term. It is the component of the motion of
̇
the particle due to the linear velocity of the body. If the body is not rotating, i.e., 𝐑(𝑡)
= 0, then
̇ = 𝐱(𝑡)
̇ , and the velocity of the particle is identical to the velocity of the body center of mass.
𝐩(𝑡)
̇
̇
For a rigid body that is rotating, 𝐑(𝑡)
≠ 0. Let us examine this term further. This term 𝐑(𝑡)𝐫
0 in
Eq. (30) represents the component of motion of the particle due to the instantaneous rotation of
the body about its center of mass. Euler’s rotation theorem tells us that this instantaneous rotation
13
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must be equivalent to a rotation about a single axis that runs through the center of mass. We let 𝝎
be the vector whose direction is the instantaneous axis of rotation and whose length is the rate of
rotation in radians per second. Figure 4 illustrates the motion of the point 𝐩 due to the rotation. Let

Fig. 4. For a body with angular velocity 𝝎 , a point at 𝐫 on the body relative to the body center of
mass rotates about about the center of mass with velocity 𝝎 × 𝐫.

𝜃 be the angle between 𝝎 and 𝐫, and 𝑟 = ‖𝐫‖. Since the point rotates ‖𝝎 ‖ radians/sec on a circle of
radius 𝑟 sin 𝜃 , the speed of motion of the particle is ‖𝝎 ‖‖𝐫‖ sin 𝜃 , and the direction of motion of the
particle is perpendicular to 𝝎 and 𝐫 and given by the right-hand rule. Hence, we have that
̇
𝐑(𝑡)𝐫
0 = 𝝎(𝑡) × 𝐫(𝑡).

(31)

Therefore, we can rewrite the velocity of the particle in Eq. (30) as

̇ = 𝐱(𝑡)
̇ + 𝝎(𝑡) × 𝐫(𝑡).
𝐯(𝑡) = 𝐩(𝑡)

(32)

The vector 𝝎(𝑡) is called the angular velocity of the body.
Note also that since 𝐫(𝑡) = 𝐑(𝑡)𝐫0 ,

̇
𝐑(𝑡)𝐫
0 = 𝝎(𝑡) × 𝐑(𝑡)𝐫0 ,

(33)

and as this holds for any vector 𝐫0 , we have

̇
𝐑(𝑡)
= 𝝎(𝑡) × 𝐑(𝑡),

(34)

where the cross product is understood to apply to each column of the matrix.
Linear Momentum. The momentum of the rigid body is given by the sum of the momenta of
its constituent particles,
𝑁

𝐏(𝑡) = ∑ 𝑚𝑖 𝐯𝑖 (𝑡).
𝑖=1

14
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Using Eq. (32) to substitute for 𝐯𝑖 (𝑡), we get
𝑁

̇ + 𝝎(𝑡) × 𝐫𝑖 (𝑡))
𝐏(𝑡) = ∑ 𝑚𝑖 (𝐱(𝑡)
𝑖=1
𝑁

̇ + 𝝎(𝑡) ×
= ∑ 𝑚𝑖 𝐱(𝑡)
𝑖=1

𝑁

∑ 𝑚𝑖 𝐫𝑖 (𝑡) .
(
)
𝑖=1

(36)
(37)

Because the 𝐫𝑖 are defined relative to the center of mass of the object, the last sum in the above
equation is zero. Let 𝑀 = ∑𝑁
𝑖=1 𝑚𝑖 be the total mass of the body. Then the linear momentum of the
body is simply

̇
𝐏(𝑡) = 𝑀 𝐱(𝑡).

(38)

Angular Momentum. The angular momentum of the body is given by the sum of the angular
momenta of its constituent particles,
𝑁

𝐋(𝑡) = ∑ 𝐫𝑖 (𝑡) × 𝑚𝑖 𝐯𝑖 (𝑡).
𝑖=1

(39)

Using Eq. (32) to substitute for 𝐯𝑖 (𝑡), we get
𝑁

̇ + 𝝎(𝑡) × 𝐫𝑖 (𝑡))
𝐋(𝑡) = ∑ 𝑚𝑖 𝐫𝑖 (𝑡) × (𝐱(𝑡)
𝑖=1
𝑁

𝑁

𝑖=1

𝑖=1

̇ + ∑ 𝑚𝑖 𝐫𝑖 (𝑡) × 𝝎(𝑡) × 𝐫𝑖 (𝑡).
= ∑ 𝑚𝑖 𝐫𝑖 (𝑡) × 𝐱(𝑡)

(40)
(41)

The first sum is again equal to zero, simplifying the expression for the body angular velocity to
𝑁

𝐋(𝑡) = ∑ 𝑚𝑖 𝐫𝑖 (𝑡) × (𝝎(𝑡) × 𝐫𝑖 (𝑡)).
𝑖=1

(42)

Since 𝝎 does not depend on 𝑖 , we’d like to pull it out of the sum. First, we’ll use the fact that
𝝎 × 𝐫 = −𝐫 × 𝝎 , to write
𝑁

𝐋(𝑡) = ∑ 𝑚𝑖 𝐫𝑖 (𝑡) × (−𝐫𝑖 (𝑡) × 𝝎(𝑡)).
𝑖=1

(43)

To further simplify the remaining term, it is helpful to switch from cross product notation to matrix
notation, after which we can use more familiar matrix algebra. For a vector 𝐫 = (𝑟𝑥 , 𝑟𝑦 , 𝑟𝑧 )𝑇 , and
any vector 𝝎 , the result of computing 𝐫 × 𝝎 is equivalent to premultiplying 𝝎 by the matrix2
⎛ 0
𝐫⋆ = ⎜ 𝑟𝑧
⎜
⎝−𝑟𝑦

−𝑟𝑧
0
𝑟𝑥

𝑟𝑦 ⎞
−𝑟𝑥 ⎟ .
⎟
0 ⎠

(44)

Note that like the cross product operator, this matrix is skew-symmetric, i.e., −𝐫⋆ = 𝐫⋆𝑇 . Therefore,
we can replace the expression 𝐫𝑖 × with 𝐫⋆𝑖 , and, −𝐫𝑖 × with 𝐫⋆𝑇
𝑖 in the above to get
𝑁

𝐋(𝑡) = ∑ 𝑚𝑖 𝐫⋆𝑖 (𝑡)(𝐫⋆𝑇
𝑖 (𝑡)𝝎(𝑡))
=

𝑖=1
𝑁

∑ 𝑚 𝐫⋆ (𝑡)𝐫⋆𝑇
𝑖 (𝑡)) 𝝎(𝑡).
(𝑖=1 𝑖 𝑖

(45)
(46)
(47)

2 Other

authors and communities use a variety of other symbols for 𝐫⋆ : 𝐫∗ , 𝐫× , 𝐫̂ , [𝐫], and 𝐫̃
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Notice that the term in parentheses depends only on the masses of the particle and their geometric
distributions. This 3 × 3 matrix is called the inertia tensor of the body, and is often denoted by
𝑁

𝐈(𝑡) = ∑ 𝑚𝑖 𝐫⋆𝑖 (𝑡)𝐫⋆𝑇
𝑖 (𝑡).

(48)

𝑖=1

The inertia tensor describes the distribution of mass in a rigid body and can be readily computed
directly from a closed triangle mesh. With the inertia tensor, we can write
(49)

𝐋(𝑡) = 𝐈(𝑡)𝝎(𝑡).

Though it depends on time, we can also express the inertia tensor as a transformation of the
object space inertia tensor by noting that 𝐫⋆ 𝐫⋆𝑇 = 𝐫𝑇 𝐫𝜹 − 𝐫𝐫𝑇 , where 𝜹 is the 3 × 3 identity matrix,
and substituting 𝐫 = 𝐑𝐫0 to get
𝑁

𝐈(𝑡) = ∑ 𝑚𝑖 𝐫⋆𝑖 (𝑡)𝐫⋆𝑇
𝑖 (𝑡)

(50)

𝑖=1
𝑁

= ∑ 𝑚𝑖 (𝐫𝑇𝑖 𝐫𝑖 𝜹 − 𝐫𝑖 𝐫𝑇𝑖 )

(51)

𝑖=1

𝑁

= 𝐑(𝑡) ∑ 𝑚𝑖 (𝐫𝑇0𝑖 𝐫0𝑖 𝜹 − 𝐫0𝑖 𝐫𝑇0𝑖 ) 𝐑(𝑡)𝑇

(52)

= 𝐑(𝑡)𝐈0 𝐑(𝑡)𝑇 .

(53)

𝑖=1

Thus, the inertia tensor at time 𝑡 is the constant object-space inertia tensor 𝐈0 transformed to
account for the current body orientation.
Force and Torque. Newton’s second law relates the time rate of change of momentum of a
body to the net force on the body. In the case of a rigid body, Newton’s second law takes the form

𝑑 𝐏(𝑡)
𝐟(𝑡)
,
(54)
=
(
)
)
(
𝝉(𝑡)
𝐋(𝑡)
𝑑𝑡
where 𝐟 is the net force on the body, and 𝝉 is the net torque on the body.
If a force 𝐟 is applied to a rigid body at its center of mass, then the body responds as if it was a
particle with mass 𝑀 , that is, its particles undergo an acceleration 𝐚 = 𝐟/𝑀 . When a force is applied
to the body at a point other than its center of mass, this may generate a torque as well. The torque
due to an applied force at a point 𝐩 located at 𝐫 from the center of mass is equal to
(55)

𝝉 = 𝐫 × 𝐟.

Since the magnitude of the torque is ‖𝝉 ‖ = ‖𝐫‖‖𝐟 ‖ sin 𝜃 , where 𝜃 is the angle between 𝐫 and 𝐟 , the
torque can be increased by increasing either the applied force or the distance at which it is applied.
Summary. In summary, if we define the auxiliary quantities, 𝐯(𝑡), 𝐈(𝑡), and 𝝎(𝑡) as,

𝐏(𝑡)
,
𝐈(𝑡) = 𝐑(𝑡)𝐈0 𝐑(𝑡)𝑇 ,
and
𝑀
then the update to the state of the rigid body is given by,
𝐯(𝑡) =

𝑑
𝑑𝑡

⎛ 𝐱(𝑡) ⎞ ⎛ 𝐯(𝑡) ⎞
⎜𝐑(𝑡)⎟ ⎜𝝎 ⋆ (𝑡)𝐑(𝑡)⎟
⎜ 𝐏(𝑡) ⎟ = ⎜ 𝐟(𝑡) ⎟ .
⎜
⎟ ⎜
⎟
⎝ 𝐋(𝑡) ⎠ ⎝ 𝝉(𝑡) ⎠

2.2.2 Soft Bodies.
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(56)
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Introducing Elasticity into Newton’s Second Law. To model soft bodies we incorporate
elastic and damping forces into Newton’s second law, 𝐟 = 𝑀𝐚. Elastic forces are often expressed
as a function of displacements, 𝐝, so that zero displacement results in zero force, but can also be
written as a function of position, 𝐱. Damping forces are usually a function of velocity, which is the
time deriviative of 𝐝 or 𝐱,

𝑑𝐱 𝑑𝐝
̇
=
= 𝐱̇ = 𝐝,
𝑑𝑡
𝑑𝑡
where an overdot is shorthand for a time derivative. The resulting dynamic system is
̇ + 𝐌𝐝̈ = 𝐟 𝑒𝑥𝑡 ,
𝐊(𝐝) + 𝐃(𝐝)
𝐯=

(58)

(59)
̇
where 𝐊(𝐝) represents internal elastic forces, 𝐃(𝐝) represent damping forces, 𝐌 is the mass matrix,
and 𝐟 𝑒𝑥𝑡 is external forces (such as gravity or wind). After discretization both 𝐊 and 𝐃 will be
matrices as well, with 𝐊 referred to as the “stiffness” matrix and 𝐃 as the “damping” matrix. The
stiffness matrix, which determines the magnitude of elastic forces, is the negative of the Jacobian
of the the elastic forces with respect to position, 𝐊 = −𝜕𝑓 /𝜕𝑥 and is positive semi-definite. It is also
the negative Hessian of the elastic energy, 𝐊 = −𝜕 2 𝜂/𝜕𝑥𝑖 𝜕𝑥𝑗 , which makes clear that 𝐊 encodes the
elastic relationships between particles in the system. In the commonly adopted Rayleigh damping
model, 𝐃 = 𝜆𝐊 + 𝜇𝐌. 3 Notice the similarity to the damped zero-length Hookean spring,
̇
𝐟 = −𝑘𝐝 − 𝑐 𝐝.
(60)

x (u2 )

u2
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u1

x (u)
<latexit sha1_base64="DTTvLsfvGRn2fFvDXryCij0glvk=">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</latexit>
sha1_base64="xu5d5YAUh/+pSm1h+W6WMe+Vw1I=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="Pe4+Hjqk0AowNk5wnIH5jiYvlEk=">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</latexit>
sha1_base64="UTiHjc44QT9Vf7EpG6urbRe3K3o=">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</latexit>

x (u1 )
<latexit sha1_base64="EaEPrF4LFgeYsEMnBZb4oe6M4UA=">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</latexit>
sha1_base64="VR0wBy9AWC87ujYSaFAVutUDlBw=">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</latexit>

u0
<latexit sha1_base64="95eAhooxDxA1dWUDjVAZZHBgCHc=">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</latexit>
sha1_base64="U95YNAVXb4cXNNsdxyGleU171f8=">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</latexit>

x (u0 )
<latexit sha1_base64="PfcDv8dwrpYDpks0GI4e304WnPQ=">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</latexit>
sha1_base64="bk463yRlG1G5UBxLEtmQvee+xVk=">AAACOXicbVHLSsQwFE19jvU5azfBQXA1NG50KerCpYKjwrRImt5qMElLcqszlP6AW3/KX/An3IlbMw9ERw+EHM654d6cm5ZKOoyit2BufmFxabm1Eq6uhesbm1trV66orICeKFRhb1LuQEkDPZSo4Ka0wHWq4Dp9OBn5149gnSzMJQ5LSDS/MzKXgqOXzm+3OlE3GoP+JWxKOmSK23bA4qwQlQaDQnHn+iwqMam5RSkUNGFcOSi5eOB30PfUcA0uqcdzNnTXKxnNC+uPQTpWf76ouXZuqFNfqTneu1lvJP7n9SvMD5NamrJCMGLSKK8UxYKOPk0zaUGgGnrChZV+ViruueUCfTRhbOBJFFpzk9XxcdNnSR2Pekic3Gled1jTNL8LM2zq+BQUcoqz1uDbGjShz5jNJvqXXO13WdRlFxFpkW2yQ/YIIwfkiJyRc9IjgmTkmbwEr8F78DHZxVwwXUqb/ELw+QWsebA2</latexit>
sha1_base64="TAk8F3lT6k4FKUwoZF/MGujpXvw=">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</latexit>
sha1_base64="IT8c6YbDASaKPow+yale08bgPFM=">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</latexit>
sha1_base64="iQiV+xIdnNHtqMJYkPZnWHDNY+g=">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</latexit>

Fig. 5. A function 𝐱(𝐮) maps points in rest (or material or object) space 𝐮𝑖 to points in world space, 𝐱𝑖 .
Deformation Gradient. We begin by defining a deformation function 𝐱(𝐮) that maps points
in a rest space, 𝐮𝑖 , to points in world space, 𝐱𝑖 . This mapping may be arbitrarily complicated, but
we can always linearize about a point, 𝐮0 , to arrive at a familiar affine transformation,

𝐱(𝐮) = 𝐱(𝐮0 ) + 𝐀 (𝐮 − 𝐮0 ) ,

(61)

where 𝐀 is an arbitrary 𝑑 × 𝑑 (in 𝑑 -dimensional space) transformation matrix and 𝐱(𝐮𝟎 ) is the world
space position corresponding to 𝐮0 , which can be thought of as a translation. Elastic forces work
to ensure that this mapping is a rigid transformation—a global rotation and translation—and are
determined by the gradient of this mapping, the deformation gradient, 𝜕𝐱/𝜕𝐮, which is commonly
denoted 𝐅 and for this linearized mapping is simply the matrix 𝐀. This 𝑑 × 𝑑 matrix describes
how infinitesimal vectors/lengths/displacements in rest space are mapped to world space (ignoring
3 We

have adopted the convention that 𝐊 is positive semi-definite, other authors choose 𝐊 to be negative semi-definite.
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translations). This bears repeating: intuitively, 𝐅 is the rest→world transformation. 𝐅 measures
stretch—if a soft body is stretched by a factor of two, then displacements in rest space lead to
displacements in world space that are twice as large. If 𝐅 is a rotation, then displacements in rest
space lead to the same size displacements in world space. Similarly, if det(𝐅) = 1 then volume is
preserved between rest and world space.
The Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) of 𝐅 = 𝐔𝚺𝐕𝑇 , where 𝐔 and 𝐕 are orthonormal matrices
and 𝚺 is a diagonal matrix4 , provides a great deal of insight. Intuitively, 𝐕𝑇 maps from rest space
to a perfectly aligned space where the deformation is described by a non-uniform scale 𝚺, and 𝐔
maps from this perfectly aligned space to world space. The, related, polar decomposition is used
later to avoid elastic forces resulting from global rotations.
Strain. From the deformation gradient we define a strain metric. Strain is a dimension-less (or
unit-less) quantity that measures the amount of deformation. Because strain is dimension-less
it does not depend on the scale of an object. There are several strain metrics commonly used in
computer graphics: Green’s finite strain, Cauchy’s infinitesimal strain, and the co-rotated strain.
Green’s finite strain, also known as the right Cauchy-Green strain, is given by

𝜖𝑖𝑗 =

1 𝜕𝐱 𝜕𝐱
1
⋅
− 𝐈 = (𝐅𝑇 𝐅 − 𝐈) .
) 2
2 ( 𝜕𝑢𝑖 𝜕𝑢𝑗

(62)

This strain metric is straightforward and simple and has the significant property that it does not
penalize world-space rotations, which led to widespread early adoption in computer graphics.
Unfortunately, this metric is quadratic in positions, leading to a quartic energy function, which in
turn leads to a stiffness matrix, 𝐊—the Hessian (second derivative) of the energy—that is quadratic
in positions. The result is that Green’s strain always results in a non-constant 𝐊, which makes
various pre-computations and pre-factorizations invalid and results in significant computational
cost.
To derive Cauchy’s infinitesimal strain let us re-write the deformation gradient as 𝐅 = 𝐈 + 𝐃.
Then Green’s strain is

𝜖=
=
=
=
=

1
(𝐈 + 𝐃)𝑇 (𝐈 + 𝐃) − 𝐈)
2(
1 𝑇
𝐈 𝐈 + 𝐃𝑇 + 𝐃 + 𝐃𝑇 𝐃 − 𝐈)
2(
1
𝐃𝑇 + 𝐃 + 𝐃𝑇 𝐃)
2(
1
(𝐃 + 𝐈)𝑇 + (𝐃 + 𝐈) + 𝐃𝑇 𝐃) − 𝐈
2(
1 𝑇
𝐅 + 𝐅 + 𝐃𝑇 𝐃) − 𝐈
2(

(63)
(64)
(65)
(66)
(67)
(68)

4 Note that the Singular Value Decomposition is not unique. Singular values are unique and, if they are distinct, singular
vectors are unique, up to the sign. For repeated singular values, the associated vectors form an orthonormal basis for the
subspace associated with the singular value, so are not unique. Also, the singular values and vectors can be permuted and
still form a valid decomposition, though it is common to order them from largest to smallest. It is sometimes helpful to view
the SVD as 𝐔𝚺𝐕𝑇 = ∑𝑖 𝝈 𝑖 𝐮𝑖 𝐯𝑇𝑖 , where we are using the subscript to select column of the matrices. That is, the original
matrix is a sum of outer products of the singular vectors, weighted by their singular values.
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Now if deformation is small (i.e. infinitesimal), then the 𝐃𝑇 𝐃 term is negligable compared to the
other terms and can be dropped, resulting in Cauchy’s infinitesimal strain,

𝜖=

1
1 𝑇
𝐅 + 𝐅) − 𝐈 = (𝐅 + 𝐅𝑇 ) − 𝐈,
(
2
2

(69)

or using Einstein notation,

𝝐 𝑖𝑗 =

1 𝜕𝐱
𝜕𝐱
+
−𝛿 .
2 ( 𝜕𝑢𝑖 𝜕𝑢𝑗 ) 𝑖𝑗

(70)

The primary advantage of this strain metric is that it is linear, which leads to a quadratic energy
and a constant Hessian that can be pre-factored or otherwise analyzed. The entire field of modal
analysis is derived from this assumption that elastic deformations will occur, but will be very
small. Unfortunately, this strain metric does penalize world-space rotations, leading to a variety of
unpleasant artifacts under large deformations.
By far the most common strain model in computer graphics since its introduction in the mid2000s is the co-rotated strain metric. Intuitively, this model is Cauchy’s linear strain with the
rotation explicitly removed through the polar decomposition. Once the deformation gradient, 𝐅, is
computed, we compute the polar decomposition 𝐅 = 𝐐𝐅̃ and replace 𝐅 with 𝐅̃ in Equation (69),

1 ̃ ̃𝑇
𝐅 + 𝐅 ) − 𝐈.
(71)
2(
By explicitly discarding the rotation the metric does not penalize rotations. The changing rotations
mean that stiffness matrix is no longer constant, though some pre-computation is still possible and
𝑇
implementations can be quite efficient. It is worth noting that since 𝐅̃ is symmetric, 𝐅̃ = 1/2(𝐅̃ + 𝐅̃ ),
but, while the values of these functions are equivalent, their derivatives are not.
𝜖=

Stress. Unlike strain, stress is not a dimension-less quantity. In three dimensions, stress has
units of Newton’s per meter squared (𝑁 /𝑚2 ). Instead of measuring the amount of deformation, it
measures the materials reaction to that deformation. Different materials have different stress-strain
relationships, which are often specified with parameterized models. Entire research careers in
material science have been devoted to developing stress-strain models and fitting their parameters
to real-world materials. The most common models in computer graphics are linear,

𝝈 = 𝐂𝝐,

(72)

where 𝐂 is a rank-four tensor containing 81 entries. If we take into account that both 𝝈 and 𝝐
are symmetric, this reduces to 36 unique entries; further assuming that the material is iso-tropic
(doesn’t resist deformation in different directions differently), then there are just two parameters.
There are many ways for specifying these two coefficients (see wikipedia) but a convenient one is
the Lamé coefficients. In this case,

𝜎𝑖𝑗 = 𝜆𝜖𝑘𝑘 𝛿𝑖𝑗 + 2𝜇𝜖𝑖𝑗 ,

(73)

𝝈 = 𝜆Tr (𝜖) 𝐈 + 2𝜇𝜖.

(74)

or in matrix notation
Here the stress is some constant times the strain plus a scaled identity matrix times the trace of
the strain. The second term approximately preserves volume. Far more sophisticated stress-strain
relationship have been developed, especially in the context of organic materials and elasto-plasticity
for, e.g. granular materials and snow.
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Elastic Potential, Traction, and Force. The elastic potential energy density is the product of
stress and strain

1
1
1
𝜂 = 𝜎𝑖𝑗 𝜖𝑖𝑗 = 𝝈 ∶ 𝝐 = ∑ 𝜎𝑖𝑗 𝜖𝑖𝑗 .
2
2
2 𝑖,𝑗

(75)

The total elastic energy in a soft body is found by integrating the energy density over the volume
of the body. Another important quantity is the traction, or force per unit area,

𝝉 = 𝝈𝐧,

(76)

where 𝐧 is the unit-magnitude surface normal to the area being integrated over.
Elastic forces will seek to reduce the energy of the system, thus they will be in the direction of
the negative gradient of the energy. That is the force at a point, 𝐱𝑖 , will be

𝐟𝑖 = −

𝜕𝜂
.
𝜕𝐱𝑖

(77)

Forces can also be defined by integrating tractions over the boundary of a region, 𝑅 , (the foundation
of finite volume methods),

𝐟=∮

𝝈𝐧 𝑑𝑆.

𝜕𝑅

(78)

Stress Revisited. The definition of traction makes clear that stress maps from normals to forces
(per unit area). However, it is important to distinguish where these normals and forces are defined.
If both normals and forces are in world space, the stress is known as a Cauchy stress and often
written as 𝝈 . If the stress maps normals in material space to forces in material space it is known
as a second Piola-Kirchhoff stress and sometimes written as 𝐒. A first Piola-Kirchhoff stress maps
normals in material space to forces in world space and is written 𝐏. Now, watch out, when only
one stress is being considered it is often written with 𝝈 regardless of its definition. The stress
we defined earlier was actually a second Piola-Kirchhoff stress. Now its easy to convert between
these stresses since they all measure the same thing just in different coordinate systems. Letting
𝐽 = det(𝐅) we have

𝐏 = 𝐽 𝝈𝐅−𝑇 = 𝐅𝐒

(79)

By having different ways of specifying stress, we can choose whichever one is most convenient
for a given application. The first Piola-Kirchhoff is particularly attractive since it works with
normals in the material space (where they are often constant) and maps directly to forces in world
space (where they will be applied). But many material models (stress-strain relationships) yield a
second Piola-Kirchhoff stress.
Plasticity. Plasticity refers to permanent deformation that typically occurs when a material fails.
While sophisticated plasticity models have been developed in the graphics literature, incorporating
basic plastic effects is straightforward. We begin by breaking the deformation gradient 𝐅 into two
parts, an elastic part and a plastic part,
𝐅 = 𝐅𝑒 𝐅𝑝 .
(80)
Then when computing elastic strain, stress, forces, etc, we ignore the plastic part and only use
the elastic part, 𝐅𝑒 . Intuitively, 𝐅𝑝 measures how the rest shape is (permanently) changing and
𝐅𝑒 is measuring how the mapping from rest to world space. Elastic forces will seek to undo the
latter deformation. The sophistication we referred to earlier has to do with how the decomposition
in Equation (80) is formulated and is beyond the scope of these notes.
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2.2.3 Fluids. Fluids surround us in our daily lives, from the air that we breathe, to water droplets,
oceans, and fire. Other materials that flow include sand, toothpaste, and putty. Intuitively, we can
think of a fluid as a material that flows to conform to the shape of its container. Physically, a fluid is
a material that, unlike a solid, cannot support a shear force and instead rearranges itself in response.
Fluids do support compressive forces, as can be seen by considering a balloon filled with air, where
the elastic balloon exerts compressive forces that are balanced by air pressure.
Here, we give a brief overview of the quantities and equations describing fluid motion. We refer
the interested reader to the excellent comprehensive text on fluid simulation in computer graphics
by Bridson [2015]. Many of the fluids of interest in physics-based animation can be described by
the incompressible Navier-Stokes equations,

𝜌(𝐮𝑡 + 𝐮 ⋅ ∇𝐮) = −∇𝑝 + 𝜇Δ𝐮 + 𝐟,
∇ ⋅ 𝐮 = 0,

(81)
(82)

where 𝜌 is the fluid density, 𝐮(𝐱, 𝑡) = (𝑢(𝐱, 𝑡), 𝑣(𝐱, 𝑡), 𝑤(𝐱, 𝑡))𝑇 is the three-dimensional fluid
velocity, 𝐮𝑡 is shorthand for 𝜕𝐮/𝜕𝑡 , 𝑝 is the pressure, 𝜇 is the dynamic viscosity, and 𝐟 represents
body forces such as gravity. Note that the mathematics community tends to use Δ to denote the
Laplacian operator, while the engineering community tends to favor 𝛁2 ; 𝛁 ⋅ 𝛁 is also sometimes
used. The first equation is derived using the principle of conservation of momentum [Landau and
Lifshitz 1959; Bridson 2015]. In the form given it has units of force per unit volume (𝑁 /𝑚3 ), and is
analogous to Newton’s second law 𝑚𝑎 = 𝑓 .
Material derivative. On the left hand side, we identify the density 𝜌 with the mass 𝑚, while
the acceleration term takes the form

𝐮𝑡 + 𝐮 ⋅ ∇𝐮.

(83)

To understand where the acceleration form in Eq. (83) comes from, consider a fluid particle with
position 𝐱𝑝 (𝑡). Above, we described the fluid velocity field 𝐮(𝐱, 𝑡) as a function of position 𝐱 and
time 𝑡 . The fluid particle will be moving through the fluid velocity field. At any given time, the
velocity of the fluid particle 𝐯𝑝 (𝑡) is equal to the velocity at the particle’s position,

𝐯𝑝 (𝑡) = 𝐮(𝐱(𝑡), 𝑡).
Therefore, the acceleration of the fluid particle is

𝑑
𝐯𝑝 (𝑡)
𝑑𝑡
𝑑
= 𝐮(𝐱𝑝 (𝑡), 𝑡)
𝑑𝑡
𝜕𝐮 𝜕𝐮 𝑑𝐱𝑝
=
+
(𝐱 (𝑡), 𝑡),
( 𝜕𝑡 𝜕𝐱 𝑑𝑡 ) 𝑝

𝐚𝑝 (𝑡) =

(84)
(85)
(86)

𝜕𝐮
where we have used the chain rule. With the notation 𝐮𝑡 = 𝜕𝐮
𝜕𝑡 , ∇𝐮 = 𝜕𝐱 , and using the fact that
𝑑𝐱𝑝
𝑑𝑡 = 𝐮(𝐱𝑝 , 𝑡), we can see that the acceleration of a fluid particle at 𝐱 is given by

𝐷𝐮
= 𝐮𝑡 + 𝐮 ⋅ ∇𝐮,
𝐷𝑡
the form that appears in the Navier-Stokes equations. This quantity goes by many names, commonly
the material derivative or substantial derivative of the velocity field. To clarify, it is worth writing
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out the derivative in terms of its components, recalling that 𝐮 = (𝑢, 𝑣, 𝑤)𝑇 :
⎛ 𝑢𝑡 + 𝐮 ⋅ ∇𝑢 ⎞
𝐷𝐮
= 𝐮𝑡 + 𝐮 ⋅ ∇𝐮 = ⎜ 𝑣𝑡 + 𝐮 ⋅ ∇𝑣 ⎟ .
⎜
⎟
𝐷𝑡
⎝𝑤𝑡 + 𝐮 ⋅ ∇𝑤 ⎠
Forces. On the right hand side of Eq. (81) are the forces acting on the fluid. The first term is the
negative pressure gradient in the flow. The pressure 𝑝(𝐱, 𝑡) is a scalar field, that in an incompressible
fluid acts everywhere to maintain the volume of the flow, resisting any compression or expansion
forces. Since the gradient of a function points uphill in the direction of steepest increase, and hence
the negative gradient points downhill, this forcing term drives the flow from areas of high pressure
to areas of low pressure. In an incompressible fluid, the pressure forces arise internally to resist
compression or expansion due to other forces. The pressure field will take on exactly the values
needed to ensure that the fluid in any arbitrary region does not compress or expand. For this reason,
it is sometimes called a “Lagrange multiplier” for the divergence-free constraint on the fluid, a
concept we will discuss Section 5.
The second term on the right hand side of Eq. (81) represents the viscous forces in the fluid. The
dynamic viscosity of the fluid, 𝜇 , is a material parameter that depends on the type of fluid. Generally,
“thicker” fluids like honey have a high viscosity. The viscosity of water is one to two orders of
magnitude larger than the viscosity of air, while honey is three to four orders of magnitude more
viscous than water. Viscosity is also sometimes specified in terms of the kinematic viscosity, 𝜈 = 𝜇/𝜌 .
Viscous forces arise from drag between layers of fluid flowing at different velocities. The Laplacian
operator, Δ, can be thought of as measuring the difference between the value of a function at a
point and the average surrounding values, and the viscous force 𝜇Δ𝐮 in Eq. (81) penalizes velocity
differences, acting to equalize velocities throughout the fluid. When a viscous fluid flows past a
solid wall, the fluid particles adjacent to the wall experience drag from the wall and stick to it. This
is called the no-slip boundary condition and says that the fluid should not slip at the surface of the
wall. Mathematically, this is expressed as

𝐮(𝐱, 𝑡) = 𝐕(𝐱, 𝑡),

𝐱∈Γ

where 𝐕 is the velocity of the solid wall, and Γ is the boundary of the fluid domain in contact with
the wall.
Finally, the 𝐟 in Eq. (81) represents other forces such as gravity. It may also be used to model a
variety of other effects, such as surface tension forces, control forces for driving the flow based on
artistic goals, or forces due to elastic stuctures embedded in the fluid.
Incompressibility. As we saw in Section 2.1.2, conservation of mass leads to the conservation
law
𝜌𝑡 + ∇ ⋅ (𝜌𝐮) = 0.
Applying the product rule to the spatial derivative term gives

∇ ⋅ (𝜌𝐮) = 𝜕𝑥 (𝜌𝑢) + 𝜕𝑦 (𝜌𝑣) + 𝜕𝑧 (𝜌𝑤)
= (𝜕𝑥 𝜌)𝑢 + (𝜕𝑦 𝜌)𝑣 + (𝜕𝑧 𝜌)𝑤 + 𝜌(𝜕𝑥 𝑢 + 𝜕𝑦 𝑣 + 𝜕𝑧 𝑤)
= 𝐮 ⋅ ∇𝜌 + 𝜌∇ ⋅ 𝐮.

(87)
(88)
(89)

Therefore, conservation of mass can be written as

𝐷𝜌
+ 𝜌∇ ⋅ 𝐮 = 0,
𝐷𝑡
using the notation for the material derivative. Since the fluid should not compress or expand under
𝐷𝜌
the incompressibility assumption, 𝐷𝑡 = 0, so the conservation of mass equation reduces to the
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divergence-free condition seen in Eq. (81)
(90)

∇ ⋅ 𝐮 = 0.

This condition holds everywhere in the fluid. Integrating the divergence-free condition over an
arbitrary control volume, and applying the divergence theorem, we have

0 = ∫ ∇ ⋅ 𝐮 𝑑𝑉 = ∫
Ω

𝜕Ω

𝐮 ⋅ 𝐧 𝑑𝑆,

(91)

which says that the total flow through the boundary of any region in the flow must be zero. If other
forces attempt to compress or expand the fluid, an internal pressure arises to counteract those
forces and prevent the change in volume.
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SPATIAL DISCRETIZATION

In this section we review essential concepts for spatially discretizing continuous equations of
motion. We first discuss Lagrangian and Eulerian reference frames, then discuss the most common
spatial data structures used to store simulation variables before discussing how quantities stored
in the structures are interpolated at arbitrary points in space. Finally, we discuss two of the most
common approaches to discretizing equations of motion: finite differences and finite element
methods.
3.1

Lagrangian vs Eulerian

A fundamental concept when discussing spatial discretization is the distinction between Lagrangian
and Eulerian reference frames. In fact, the concept is so fundamental that it is often only implicitly
mentioned.
As a concrete example, imagine we wanted to know how fast a river was flowing. There are two
ways we could measure its flow rate: we could wade out into the river and see how quickly the
water moved by us or we could jump on a raft and see how quickly we moved. In the first approach
the point of measurement, the reference frame, is fixed in space. We refer to such a fixed reference
frame as Eulerian. In the second approach, the reference frame moves with the material and we
refer to the reference frame as Lagrangian. Eulerian reference frames are often used for fluids and
often employ regular grids and finite differences and Lagrangian reference frames are often used
for solids and employ tetrahedral meshes or particles and finite element methods. These trends are
so common that it is easy to confuse the underlying distinction that Eulerian frames are fixed and
Lagrangian frames move with the material.
The reason Lagrangian frames are often used for soft bodies is that these simulations need a
mapping (𝐱(𝐮)) from rest or material space to deformed or world space (see Section 2.2.2) in order
to compute elastic forces. This mapping is easily constructed if we explicitly track points in the
material through time. Eulerian approaches are well-suited to fluids because we do not need such a
mapping and fixed reference frames offer many computational advantages.
There is also a difference in the mathematical notation we use when working in an Eulerian
frame vs. a Lagrangian frame. In a Lagrangian frame we will often write the material derivative of
a field 𝑦

𝐷𝑦
,
𝐷𝑡
while when working in an Eulerian frame we will apply the chain rule and write

(92)

𝜕𝑦
+ 𝐮 ⋅ 𝛁𝑦,
(93)
𝜕𝑡
breaking out the rate of change at a fixed point and the advection through the flow field (see Section 2.2.3.
3.2

Grids, Meshes, Particles

Grids. Perhaps the most common spatial data structure is the regular grid. In this structure all
edges have the same length, called the grid spacing, which is often denoted ℎ or Δ𝑥 . Individual
cubes in the grid are referred to as cells which have eight vertices, twelve edges, and six faces. The
grid can be described by a few redundant parameters: the grid spacing, the grid resolution (i.e.
the number of cells in each dimension), and the upper and lower extent of the gird. Grids are
typically fixed in space and do not change shape, thus typically an Eulerian frame is adopted. In
many implementations the grid is abstract, with only part of it every being allocated. In this case a
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sha1_base64="/PegKKX7t8x7CEGPJyMjfolAJ18=">AAACGXicbVC7TsMwFHWAQimvAiNLRIXEUFUJQoKxKgtjkegDJVHlOE5rajuR7YBKlK9gBL6EiQ2xMiE+pQtO2wFajmT56Jx7de89fkyJVJb1ZSwtrxRW14rrpY3Nre2d8u5eW0aJQLiFIhqJrg8lpoTjliKK4m4sMGQ+xR1/eJH7nTssJIn4tRrF2GOwz0lIEFRaukl6KaneVodZr1yxatYE5iKxZ6RSP334hq+FcbNXHrtBhBKGuUIUSunYVqy8FApFEMVZyU0kjiEawj52NOWQYemlk4Uz80grgRlGQj+uzIn6uyOFTMoR83Ulg2og571c/M9zEhWeeynhcaIwR9NBYUJNFZn59WZABEaKjjSBSBC9q4kGUECkdEYll+N7FDEGeZC6jcyxvdTNZxA1/f0wrdhZlpV0WvZ8NoukfVKzrZp9pWNrgCmK4AAcgmNggzNQB5egCVoAAQYewTN4MZ6MN+Pd+JiWLhmznn3wB8bnD0G6pQg=</latexit>

ui+1,j,k
<latexit sha1_base64="wRyPEiny0rVOjAva8ebDH+nbZS4=">AAACG3icbVC7TsMwFHV4lvIqMLJEVEhIVFXMAmNVFsYi0YeURJXjOq2pH5HtgKoon8EIfAwbYmXgW1hw2g7QciTLR+fcq3vviRJGtfG8L2dldW19Y7O0Vd7e2d3brxwcdrRMFSZtLJlUvQhpwqggbUMNI71EEcQjRrrR+Lrwuw9EaSrFnZkkJORoKGhMMTJW8tN+Rs9h7b42zvuVqlf3pnCXCZyTKpij1a98BwOJU06EwQxp7UMvMWGGlKGYkbwcpJokCI/RkPiWCsSJDrPpyrl7apWBG0tlnzDuVP3dkSGu9YRHtpIjM9KLXiH+5/mpia/CjIokNUTg2aA4Za6RbnG/O6CKYMMmliCsqN3VxSOkEDY2pXIgyCOWnCMxyIJm7sMwC4oZ1Mz+KM6qMM/zsk0LLmazTDoXdejV4a1XbTTnuZXAMTgBZwCCS9AAN6AF2gADCZ7AC3h1np035935mJWuOPOeI/AHzucPUCShkw==</latexit>
sha1_base64="DEhz+fAsPEy5SHtY8FpqZGLqCwI=">AAACG3icbVDLSgMxFL3j2/qqunQzWARBKRMRdFl047KCrcLMUDNpRmPzGJKMUof5DJfqx7gTty7ET3Fj2rrwdSDkcM693HtPknFmbBC8eWPjE5NT0zOzlbn5hcWl6vJK26hcE9oiiit9lmBDOZO0ZZnl9CzTFIuE09OkdzjwT6+pNkzJE9vPaCzwhWQpI9g6Kcw7BdtC21fbvbJTrQX1YAj/L0FfpNbYvX0/B4Bmp/oRdRXJBZWWcGxMiILMxgXWlhFOy0qUG5ph0sMXNHRUYkFNXAxXLv0Np3T9VGn3pPWH6veOAgtj+iJxlQLbS/PbG4j/eWFu0/24YDLLLZVkNCjNuW+VP7jf7zJNieV9RzDRzO3qk0usMbEupUok6Q1RQmDZLaKDMkRxEQ1mMDv6k7SoobIsKy4t9Dubv6S9U0dBHR272A5ghBlYg3XYBAR70IAjaEILCCi4gwd49O69J+/ZexmVjnlfPavwA97rJ5Nlo7w=</latexit>
sha1_base64="2EE02X/fj3jwjtMYpzEBiECK930=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="B7OwIm4NJjow92+itYMYQcnjfAo=">AAACGXicbVC7TsMwFHV4lvAqMLJEREgMVZWwwFiVhbFI9IGSqHIcpzW1nch2QFWUr2AEPoYNsTLxLSw4bQZoOZLlo3Pu1b33hCklUjnOl7Gyura+sVnbMrd3dvf26weHPZlkAuEuSmgiBiGUmBKOu4ooigepwJCFFPfDyVXp9x+wkCTht2qa4oDBEScxQVBp6S4d5qRx35gUw7rtNJ0ZrGXiVsQGFTrD+rcfJShjmCtEoZSe66QqyKFQBFFcmH4mcQrRBI6wpymHDMsgny1cWKdaiaw4EfpxZc3U3x05ZFJOWagrGVRjueiV4n+el6n4MsgJTzOFOZoPijNqqcQqr7ciIjBSdKoJRILoXS00hgIipTMyfY4fUcIY5FHutwvPDXK/nEHU/A/j3HaLojB1Wu5iNsukd950naZ749itdpVbDRyDE3AGXHABWuAadEAXIMDAE3gBr8az8Wa8Gx/z0hWj6jkCf2B8/gBdvaEe</latexit>
sha1_base64="+nydAEwBhirwrh59WscwQdKAEOY=">AAACGXicbVC7TsMwFL3hWcqrwMgSUSExVFWCkGCsysJYJPpATVQc12lNbSeyHVCJ8hWMwMewIVYmxKew4D4GaDmS5aNz7tW99wQxo0o7zqe1sLi0vLKaW8uvb2xubRd2dhsqSiQmdRyxSLYCpAijgtQ11Yy0YkkQDxhpBoPzkd+8I1LRSFzpYUx8jnqChhQjbaTruJPS0m1pkHUKRafsjGHPE3dKipWTh68bAKh1Ct9eN8IJJ0JjhpRqu06s/RRJTTEjWd5LFIkRHqAeaRsqECfKT8cLZ/ahUbp2GEnzhLbH6u+OFHGlhjwwlRzpvpr1RuJ/XjvR4ZmfUhEnmgg8GRQmzNaRPbre7lJJsGZDQxCW1Oxq4z6SCGuTUd4T5B5HnCPRTb1q1nb91BvNoHryB2FadLMsy5u03Nls5knjuOw6ZffSxFaFCXKwDwdwBC6cQgUuoAZ1wMDhEZ7hxXqyXq03631SumBNe/bgD6yPH6D+o0c=</latexit>
sha1_base64="AHSVoi6pjcNmnO/7K03VxvkZymc=">AAACGXicbVC7TsMwFHWAQimvAiNLRIXEUFUJQoKxKgtjkegDJVHlOE5rajuR7YBKlK9gBL6EiQ2xMiE+pQtO2wFajmT56Jx7de89fkyJVJb1ZSwtrxRW14rrpY3Nre2d8u5eW0aJQLiFIhqJrg8lpoTjliKK4m4sMGQ+xR1/eJH7nTssJIn4tRrF2GOwz0lIEFRauol7KaneVodZr1yxatYE5iKxZ6RSP334hq+FcbNXHrtBhBKGuUIUSunYVqy8FApFEMVZyU0kjiEawj52NOWQYemlk4Uz80grgRlGQj+uzIn6uyOFTMoR83Ulg2og571c/M9zEhWeeynhcaIwR9NBYUJNFZn59WZABEaKjjSBSBC9q4kGUECkdEYll+N7FDEGeZC6jcyxvdTNZxA1/f0wrdhZlpV0WvZ8NoukfVKzrZp9pWNrgCmK4AAcgmNggzNQB5egCVoAAQYewTN4MZ6MN+Pd+JiWLhmznn3wB8bnDzkxpQM=</latexit>

vi,j,k
<latexit sha1_base64="3sDuyh9Li4NI9fjCMHanLmmYz7I=">AAACGXicbVC7TsMwFHXKq5RXgZElIkJiqKqEBcaqLIxFog+URJXjOK2p7US2U1RF+QpG4GPYECsT38KC02aAliNZPjrnXt17T5BQIpVtfxmVtfWNza3qdm1nd2//oH541JNxKhDuopjGYhBAiSnhuKuIoniQCAxZQHE/mFwXfn+KhSQxv1OzBPsMjjiJCIJKS/fTYUYaD41JPqxbdtOew1wlTkksUKIzrH97YYxShrlCFErpOnai/AwKRRDFec1LJU4gmsARdjXlkGHpZ/OFc/NMK6EZxUI/rsy5+rsjg0zKGQt0JYNqLJe9QvzPc1MVXfkZ4UmqMEeLQVFKTRWbxfVmSARGis40gUgQvauJxlBApHRGNY/jRxQzBnmYee3cdfzMK2YQtfiDKLOcPM9rOi1nOZtV0rtoOnbTubWtVrvMrQpOwCk4Bw64BC1wAzqgCxBg4Am8gFfj2Xgz3o2PRWnFKHuOwR8Ynz9n+6Ek</latexit>
sha1_base64="A1nmzheYay4GyPaaMKtMopwqf0U=">AAACGXicbVA9T8MwEL2U7/JVYGSJqJAYqipBSDBWZWEEiUJREhXHdaip7US2U1Si/ApG4MewIVYmxE9hwW06AOVJlp/eu9PdvTBhVGnH+bBKM7Nz8wuLS+XlldW19crG5oWKU4lJC8cslu0QKcKoIC1NNSPtRBLEQ0Yuw/7xyL8cEKloLM71MCEBRzeCRhQjbaSrQSejtdtaP+9Uqk7dGcOeJu6EVBsH95/XAHDaqXz53RinnAiNGVLKc51EBxmSmmJG8rKfKpIg3Ec3xDNUIE5UkI0Xzu1do3TtKJbmCW2P1Z8dGeJKDXloKjnSPfXXG4n/eV6qo6MgoyJJNRG4GBSlzNaxPbre7lJJsGZDQxCW1Oxq4x6SCGuTUdkX5A7HnCPRzfxm7rlB5o9mUF38YZRV3TzPyyYt92820+Riv+46dffMxNaEAouwDTuwBy4cQgNO4BRagIHDAzzBs/VovViv1ltRWrImPVvwC9b7N6s8o00=</latexit>
sha1_base64="gTzLmZsJ7uW179Ok/5lfnv5T/A8=">AAACGXicbVC7TsMwFHUKhRJeBUaWiAqJoaoShARjVRbGItEHSqLKcZ3W1HYi2ykqUb6CEfgSJjbEyoT4lC64jwFajmT56Jx7de89QUyJVLb9ZeRWVvNr64UNc3Nre2e3uLfflFEiEG6giEaiHUCJKeG4oYiiuB0LDFlAcSsYXE781hALSSJ+o0Yx9hnscRISBJWWboedlJTvyoOsUyzZFXsKa5k4c1Kqnj18w9f8uN4pjr1uhBKGuUIUSuk6dqz8FApFEMWZ6SUSxxANYA+7mnLIsPTT6cKZdayVrhVGQj+urKn6uyOFTMoRC3Qlg6ovF72J+J/nJiq88FPC40RhjmaDwoRaKrIm11tdIjBSdKQJRILoXS3UhwIipTMyPY7vUcQY5N3Uq2Wu46feZAZRsz8I05KTZZmp03IWs1kmzdOKY1ecax1bDcxQAIfgCJwAB5yDKrgCddAACDDwCJ7Bi/FkvBnvxsesNGfMew7AHxifP0NvpQk=</latexit>

wi,j,k
<latexit sha1_base64="tn5D9nlwj6CtLMYKxIqXCOB32zU=">AAACGXicbVC7TsMwFHXKq5RXgZElIkJiqKqEBcaqLIxFog+URJXjOK2p7US2Q1VF+QpG4GPYECsT38KC02aAliNZPjrnXt17T5BQIpVtfxmVtfWNza3qdm1nd2//oH541JNxKhDuopjGYhBAiSnhuKuIoniQCAxZQHE/mFwXfv8RC0lifqdmCfYZHHESEQSVlu6nw4w0HhqTfFi37KY9h7lKnJJYoERnWP/2whilDHOFKJTSdexE+RkUiiCK85qXSpxANIEj7GrKIcPSz+YL5+aZVkIzioV+XJlz9XdHBpmUMxboSgbVWC57hfif56YquvIzwpNUYY4Wg6KUmio2i+vNkAiMFJ1pApEgelcTjaGASOmMah7HUxQzBnmYee3cdfzMK2YQtfiDKLOcPM9rOi1nOZtV0rtoOnbTubWtVrvMrQpOwCk4Bw64BC1wAzqgCxBg4Am8gFfj2Xgz3o2PRWnFKHuOwR8Ynz9psKEl</latexit>
sha1_base64="BGG6xM71FcWRla4+uthjR27EEpE=">AAACGXicbVA9T8MwEL2U7/JVYGSJqJAYqipBSDBWZWEEiUJREhXHdaip7US2Q1Wi/ApG4MewIVYmxE9hwW06AOVJlp/eu9PdvTBhVGnH+bBKM7Nz8wuLS+XlldW19crG5oWKU4lJC8cslu0QKcKoIC1NNSPtRBLEQ0Yuw/7xyL+8I1LRWJzrYUICjm4EjShG2khXg05Ga7e1ft6pVJ26M4Y9TdwJqTYO7j+vAeC0U/nyuzFOOREaM6SU5zqJDjIkNcWM5GU/VSRBuI9uiGeoQJyoIBsvnNu7RunaUSzNE9oeqz87MsSVGvLQVHKke+qvNxL/87xUR0dBRkWSaiJwMShKma1je3S93aWSYM2GhiAsqdnVxj0kEdYmo7IvyADHnCPRzfxm7rlB5o9mUF38YZRV3TzPyyYt92820+Riv+46dffMxNaEAouwDTuwBy4cQgNO4BRagIHDAzzBs/VovViv1ltRWrImPVvwC9b7N6zxo04=</latexit>
sha1_base64="0aksVMGhaShoHzGNw6oHZvJ7D4I=">AAACGXicbVC7TsMwFHUKhRJeBUaWiAqJoaoShARjVRbGItEHSqLKcZ3W1HYi26EqUb6CEfgSJjbEyoT4lC64jwFajmT56Jx7de89QUyJVLb9ZeRWVvNr64UNc3Nre2e3uLfflFEiEG6giEaiHUCJKeG4oYiiuB0LDFlAcSsYXE781j0WkkT8Ro1i7DPY4yQkCCot3Q47KSnflQdZp1iyK/YU1jJx5qRUPXv4hq/5cb1THHvdCCUMc4UolNJ17Fj5KRSKIIoz00skjiEawB52NeWQYemn04Uz61grXSuMhH5cWVP1d0cKmZQjFuhKBlVfLnoT8T/PTVR44aeEx4nCHM0GhQm1VGRNrre6RGCk6EgTiATRu1qoDwVESmdkehwPUcQY5N3Uq2Wu46feZAZRsz8I05KTZZmp03IWs1kmzdOKY1ecax1bDcxQAIfgCJwAB5yDKrgCddAACDDwCJ7Bi/FkvBnvxsesNGfMew7AHxifP0UkpQo=</latexit>

Fig. 6. Staggered grid
hierarchical structure, such as an octree or B-tree, is typically used to represent the full domain.
OpenVDB [Museth 2013] is an example of such a structure.
A question that arises when considering grids is where to store simulation variables. It is equally
natural to store variables at cell centers or at vertices and either convention is frequently adopted.
A special case, known as the staggered grid (sometimes less-usefully referred to as the MAC grid,
because it was introduced by Harlow and Welch [1965] with their Marker-and-Cell fluid simulation
method) stores different variables at different locations. This structure is commonly used in fluid
simulation to achieve second-order accuracy when using finite differences at small additional
computational cost. The resulting computer code is more complicated than when variables are
co-located. In this case individual component of the velocity 𝐮 are stored as scalars at face centers,
while pressure is stored at cell centers, see Figure 6. Note that some authors prefer using half-index
notation so that a velocity may be referred to as 𝑢𝑖−1/2,𝑗,𝑘 , but this maps less cleanly to computer
code.
Meshes. “Meshes” itself is an ill-defined term, but typically the term is used to refer to simplicial
complexes. A 𝑘 -simplex contains 𝑘 + 1 vertices that are all connected. A 0-simplex is a point, a
1-simplex a line segment or edge, a 2-simplex a triangle, and a 3-simplex a tetrahedron. A simplicial
complex is decomposes a domain into a set of disjoint simplices, triangles in 2D and tetrahedra in
3D. These simplices meet at lower-dimensional simplices forming the complex. For example, two
tetrahedra meet at a face, which will be a triangle. Similarly, two triangles meet at an edge, and two
edges meet at a vertex. Automatic tetrahedral meshing is still a difficult problem that continues
to receive attention from the SIGGRAPH and Computational Geometry research communities. In
fact, the difficulty of generating high quality tetrahedral meshes for arbitrary geometry remains a
significant impediment to their widespread use.
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Particles. Given the difficulty of generating tetrahedral meshes, some choose to represent
geometry as a set of particles. Particles then typically interact with nearby particles. The primary
advantage of this approach is simplicity. The primary drawback is that, because space is not broken
into disjoint pieces, integration becomes more difficult.
Hybrid Structures. In recent years hybrid data structures have become increasingly common.
In particular combining Lagrangian particles with regular background grids, such as in the Fluid
Implicit Particle (FLIP) and Material Point Method (MPM) approaches, has proven very successful
at combining the various strengths of these two approaches.
3.3

Interpolation

As we saw previously, the values of scalar, vector, or tensor fields that we are tracking are often
sampled at discrete points on a grid, mesh, or set of particles. When the value of the field is required
at a location other than the sample points, it must be interpolated from the discrete samples to the
desired location. A simple example of interpolation is finding the value of some quantity on a line
segment between two endpoints for which we have samples, illustrated below. The samples at the

endpoints are 𝑓1 and 𝑓2 , 𝑡 is the fraction of the distance from 𝑓1 to 𝑓2 at which we want to determine
the value 𝑓 (𝑡). Linear interpolation between the endpoints gives us

𝑓 (𝑡) = (1 − 𝑡)𝑓1 + 𝑡𝑓2 .
As a sanity check, we see that this formula gives 𝑓 (0) = 𝑓1 and 𝑓 (1) = 𝑓2 as desired. Notice that the
formula is computing a weighted average of the two endpoints, with the weights of each endpoint
being the length ratio of the line sub-segment opposite the sample. Importantly, the weights in
any interpolation formula should always sum to 1, forming a partition of unity. This is indeed the
cases here as 1 − 𝑡 + 𝑡 = 1. The formula above can also be rearranged into 𝑓 (𝑡) = 𝑓1 + 𝑡(𝑓2 − 𝑓1 ),
but the former expression is more useful for generalizing to bilinear, trilinear, and barycentric
interpolation, as we do next.
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We now move to two dimensions, where we have a function sampled at the four corners of
a rectangle or square, with samples 𝑓1 , 𝑓2 , 𝑓3 , 𝑓4 . If the function value is desired at a point inside
the rectangle, we can use bilinear interpolation. We first assign the coordinates (𝑠, 𝑡) to the point
in the rectangle, where 𝑠 is the fraction of the distance from 𝑓1 to 𝑓2 , and 𝑡 is the fraction of the
distance from 𝑓1 to 𝑓4 , as illustrated in the figure. With bilinear interpolation, we take a weighted
average of the function values at the four corner samples. As with linear interpolation, the weight
of each sample point is equal to the relative area of the region opposite that sample point, so that
the formula for bilinear interpolation is

𝑓 (𝑠, 𝑡) = (1 − 𝑠)(1 − 𝑡)𝑓1 + 𝑠(1 − 𝑡)𝑓2 + 𝑠𝑡𝑓3 + (1 − 𝑠)𝑡𝑓4 .

(94)

Notice that, as required, the weights sum to 1. The formula can also be derived by using two linear
interpolation steps to intermediate values 𝑓5 and 𝑓6 , and then a final linear interpolation step to
𝑓 (𝑠, 𝑡) as illustrated below. From here, we have

𝑓5 = (1 − 𝑡)𝑓1 + 𝑡𝑓4
𝑓6 = (1 − 𝑡)𝑓2 + 𝑡𝑓3
𝑓 (𝑠, 𝑡) = (1 − 𝑠)𝑓5 + 𝑠𝑓6
= (1 − 𝑠) ((1 − 𝑡)𝑓1 + 𝑡𝑓4 ) + 𝑠 ((1 − 𝑡)𝑓2 + 𝑡𝑓3 ) .

(95)
(96)
(97)
(98)

Rearranging gives Eq. (94). The rule that each weight is the relative area of the region opposite the
sample is easier to recall and generalizes nicely.
In three dimensions, we use trilinear interpolation to interpolate values from the eight corners of
a rectangle to a point inside the rectangle. If the point is at coordinate (𝑠, 𝑡, 𝑢) inside the rectangle,
then by using the relative volumes of the rectangle opposite the sample point, trilinear interpolation
gives

𝑓 (𝑠, 𝑡, 𝑢) =(1 − 𝑠)(1 − 𝑡)(1 − 𝑢)𝑓1 + 𝑠(1 − 𝑡)(1 − 𝑢)𝑓2 + 𝑠𝑡(1 − 𝑢)𝑓3 + (1 − 𝑠)𝑡(1 − 𝑢)𝑓4
+ (1 − 𝑠)(1 − 𝑡)𝑢𝑓5 + 𝑠(1 − 𝑡)𝑢𝑓6 + 𝑠𝑡𝑢𝑓7 + (1 − 𝑠)𝑡𝑢𝑓8 .

(99)
(100)

As before, we could also derive this formula by first doing bilinear interpolation to intermediate
points on two opposite faces using two of the three coordinates, and then doing a linear interpolation
between those two using the third coordinate.
We saw previously that triangles and more generally simplicial complexes are used frequently
in physics-based animation. Similiar to the above, we can linearly interpolate between the three
nodes of a triangle using barycentric coordinates. To interpolate to a point 𝑝 , we associate with
the vertices 𝑎, 𝑏 , and 𝑐 the weights 𝛼 , 𝛽 , and 𝛾 , respectively, so that a quantities 𝑓𝑎 , 𝑓𝑏 , and 𝑓𝑐 are
interpolated as

𝑓𝑝 = 𝑓 (𝛼, 𝛽, 𝛾 ) = 𝛼𝑓𝑎 + 𝛽𝑓𝑏 + 𝛾 𝑓𝑐 .
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As before, 𝛼 + 𝛽 + 𝛾 = 1, and can be determined by finding the ratio of the area of the opposite
subtriangle to the whole triangle. Specifically,
area(𝑝, 𝑏, 𝑐)
,
area(𝑎, 𝑏, 𝑐)
area(𝑝, 𝑐, 𝑎)
𝛽=
,
area(𝑎, 𝑏, 𝑐)
area(𝑝, 𝑎, 𝑏)
𝛾=
.
area(𝑎, 𝑏, 𝑐)

𝛼=

(102)
(103)
(104)

Notice that at each vertex 𝑎, 𝑏 , or 𝑐 , the corresponding weight 𝛼 , 𝛽 , or 𝛾 , respectively, is 1, while
the other weights are 0. Along any of the three edges of the triangle, the weight of the opposite
vertex is 0 while the other two weights can be determined by linear interpolation between the edge
vertices. The areas above are signed areas, with the convention that counter-clockwise orientation
has positive sign, and clockwise orientation has negative sign. Some of the barycentric coordinates
of points in the plane of a triangle can be negative, but they must always sum to one. In addition
to being used for interpolation of quantities throughout the triangle, barycentric coordinate are
sometimes determined for a point to test whether the point lies inside the triangle or on its boundary
(all coordinates non-negative), or outside the triangle (one or more coordinates negative). Alternate
ways of finding barycentric coordinates exist (see e.g., [Marschner and Shirley 2015]).
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Sometimes it is convenient to remove the redundancy introduced by the constraint that 𝛼 +𝛽 +𝛾 =
1 and write

𝑓𝑝 = 𝑓 (𝛼, 𝛽) = (1 − 𝛼 − 𝛽)𝑓𝑎 + 𝛼𝑓𝑏 + 𝛽𝑓𝑐 = 𝑓𝑎 + 𝛼(𝑓𝑏 − 𝑓𝑎 ) + 𝛽(𝑓𝑐 − 𝑓𝑎 )

(105)

where the definitions of 𝛼 and 𝛽 have changed. This formulation often leads to more efficient code.
Polynomial interpolation. Given 𝑛 + 1 distinct data points (𝑡1 , 𝑓1 ), … , (𝑡𝑛+1 , 𝑓𝑛+1 ), there is a
unique polynomial of degree 𝑛 that interpolates the data points. One approach to writing down the
interpolating polynomial is via Lagrange interpolation, where
𝑖=1

𝑓 (𝑡) = ∑ 𝑓𝑖 𝑙𝑖 (𝑡)
𝑖=1

(106)

Π𝑘 ≠𝑖 (𝑡 − 𝑡𝑘 )
.
(107)
Π𝑘 ≠𝑖 (𝑡𝑖 − 𝑡𝑘 )
The polynomial can also be determined using monomial basis elements, leading to the ill-conditioned
Vandermonde matrix, or using Newton interpolation. Further details as well as advantages and
disadvantages of the different approaches can be found in a textbook such as [Heath 2002].
Approximating functions. While interpolating functions go through a set of discrete samples
and can be used to determine function values between the samples, approximating functions do not
necessarily go through the data points. One of the most common approaches to approximating a
set of sample data is least squares interpolation. When data is noisy or a system is overdetermined,
it is often undesirable to require interpolation of the data points, as very poor approximations can
result. Instead, we seek to find unknown parameters for a model that is thought to fit the data,
while minimizing the resulting error between the model and data. In least squares, given 𝑚 data
points (𝑥𝑖 , 𝑓𝑖 ), 𝑖 = 1, … , 𝑚, a set of 𝑛 basis functions 𝜙1 (𝑥), … , 𝜙𝑛 (𝑥) are assumed to model the data,
and 𝑛 coefficients 𝛼1 , … , 𝛼𝑛 are sought so that the resulting approximating function
𝑙𝑖 (𝑡) =

𝜙(𝑥) = 𝛼1 𝜙1 (𝑥) + 𝛼2 𝜙2 (𝑥) + … + 𝛼𝑛 𝜙𝑛 (𝑥)
minimizes the sum of the squared errors,
𝑚

∑ |𝜙(𝑥𝑖 ) − 𝑓𝑖 |2 .

𝑖=1

(108)

Once the basis functions are chosen, the approximation is completed by fitting the coefficients
𝛼1 , … , 𝛼𝑛 to the data, resulting in the optimization
argmin𝜶 ‖𝐴𝜶 − 𝐟 ‖2

(109)

where
⎛ 𝜙1 (𝑥1 ) 𝜙2 (𝑥1 )
⎜ 𝜙 (𝑥 ) 𝜙2 (𝑥2 )
𝐴=⎜ 1 2
⎜ ⋮
⎝𝜙1 (𝑥𝑚 ) 𝜙2 (𝑥𝑚 )

𝜙𝑛 (𝑥1 ) ⎞
⎛ 𝛼1 ⎞
⎛ 𝑓1 ⎞
⎜ 𝛼2 ⎟
⎜ 𝑓2 ⎟
𝜙𝑛 (𝑥2 ) ⎟
⎟,𝜶 = ⎜ ⋮ ⎟,𝐟 = ⎜ ⋮ ⎟.
⎟
⎜ ⎟
⎜ ⎟
⋯ 𝜙𝑛 (𝑥𝑚 )⎠
⎝𝛼𝑛 ⎠
⎝𝑓𝑛 ⎠
⋯
⋯

(110)

The normal equations 𝐴𝑇 𝐴𝜶 = 𝐴𝑇 𝐟 can be formed and used to solve the nonsingular least squares
problem, although this method is poorly conditioned and better alternatives exist [Heath 2002].
Sometimes a weighted version of Eq. (108) is used, so that the error to be minimized is
𝑚

∑ 𝑤𝑖 |𝜙(𝑥𝑖 ) − 𝑓𝑖 |2 ,

𝑖=1

(111)

where the 𝑤𝑖 are weights that modify the relative contribution of each error term to the total error.
More generally, these weights can vary over the domain. Such moving least squares approaches are
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used in scattered data interpolation to reconstruct functions from unstructured data [Shen et al.
2005].
Approximating piecewise polynomial curves such as Bezier curves and B-splines are also sometimes used in physics-based animation to reconstruct functions from sample data [Marschner and
Shirley 2015].
Finally, we note that in the context of geometric deformation of character models, specialized
coordinates for interpolation have been developed that work with more general structures.These
include mean-value coordinates [Floater 2003; Ju et al. 2005] harmonic coordinate [Joshi et al. 2007],
green coordinates [Lipman et al. 2008], and bounded biharmonic weights [Jacobson et al. 2011].
3.4

Finite Differences

The evolution equations that we have encountered often involve first and second order spatial
derivatives of functions. Finite difference methods are commonly used to discretize the differential
operators for numerical solution. Recall that the derivative of a function 𝑓 (𝑥) is

𝑑
𝑓 (𝑥 + ℎ) − 𝑓 (𝑥)
𝑓 (𝑥) = lim
(112)
𝑑𝑥
ℎ
ℎ→0
if this limit exists. By choosing ℎ to be some small yet finite number, a finite difference approximation
to the derivative of 𝑓 at a point 𝑥 is
𝑑
𝑓 (𝑥 + ℎ) − 𝑓 (𝑥)
𝑓 (𝑥) ≈
.
(113)
𝑑𝑥
ℎ
The error in this approximation decreases with decreasing ℎ. The exact dependence between ℎ and
the error can be investigated using the Taylor series of the function 𝑓 about the point 𝑥 (when the
Taylor series converges in some interval about 𝑥 ), specifically
ℎ2 ′′
ℎ3
ℎ𝑛
𝑓 (𝑥) + 𝑓 ′′′ (𝑥) + … + 𝑓 (𝑛) (𝑥) + … .
2
6
𝑛!
Rearranging and dividing through by ℎ, we see that
𝑓 (𝑥 + ℎ) = 𝑓 (𝑥) + ℎ𝑓 ′ (𝑥) +

𝑓 ′ (𝑥) =
or

𝑓 (𝑥 + ℎ) − 𝑓 (𝑥) ℎ ′′
ℎ2
ℎ𝑛−1 (𝑛)
− 𝑓 (𝑥) + 𝑓 ′′′ (𝑥) + … +
𝑓 (𝑥) + … ,
ℎ
2
6
𝑛!

(114)

(115)

𝑓 (𝑥 + ℎ) − 𝑓 (𝑥)
+ 𝑂(ℎ),
(116)
ℎ
since the 𝑂(ℎ) term in the infinite series is the dominant term as ℎ → 0. This choice of finite
difference approximation to 𝑓 ′ (𝑥) is called a forward difference. Since its dominant error term is
𝑂(ℎ), it is said to be first order accurate. Another choice of finite difference approximation to 𝑓 ′ (𝑥)
is the backward difference
𝑓 ′ (𝑥) =

𝑓 ′ (𝑥) ≈

𝑓 (𝑥) − 𝑓 (𝑥 − ℎ)
.
ℎ

(117)

Taylor series expansion about 𝑥 gives

𝑓 (𝑥 − ℎ) = 𝑓 (𝑥) − ℎ𝑓 ′ (𝑥) +

ℎ2 ′′
ℎ3
𝑓 (𝑥) − 𝑓 ′′′ (𝑥) + … ,
2
6

which can be rearranged to

𝑓 ′ (𝑥) =

𝑓 (𝑥) − 𝑓 (𝑥 − ℎ) ℎ ′′
ℎ2
+ 𝑓 (𝑥) − 𝑓 ′′′ (𝑥) + … ,
ℎ
2
6
30

(118)
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or

𝑓 (𝑥) − 𝑓 (𝑥 − ℎ)
+ 𝑂(ℎ).
(119)
ℎ
Like the forward difference, the backward different is first order accurate, although notice that
their dominant error terms differ by a sign. The significance of first order accuracy is that if the
spacing between sample points, ℎ, is halved, the dominant error term will also be halved as it is
linear in the size of the mesh spacing.
A common second order accurate finite difference discretization is the central difference,
𝑓 ′ (𝑥) =

𝑓 (𝑥 + ℎ) − 𝑓 (𝑥 − ℎ)
.
2ℎ
We can again use Taylor series to study the order of accuracy, using
𝑓 ′ (𝑥) ≈

ℎ2 ′′
𝑓 (𝑥) +
2
ℎ2
𝑓 (𝑥 − ℎ) = 𝑓 (𝑥) − ℎ𝑓 ′ (𝑥) + 𝑓 ′′ (𝑥) −
2
𝑓 (𝑥 + ℎ) = 𝑓 (𝑥) + ℎ𝑓 ′ (𝑥) +

ℎ3 ′′′
𝑓 (𝑥) + 𝑂(ℎ4 ),
6
ℎ3 ′′′
𝑓 (𝑥) + 𝑂(ℎ4 ).
6

(120)

(121)
(122)

Taking the difference of these two expressions and dividing by 2ℎ, we get

𝑓 (𝑥 + ℎ) − 𝑓 (𝑥 − ℎ)
1
ℎ3
=
2ℎ𝑓 ′ (𝑥) + 𝑓 ′′′ (𝑥) + 𝑂(ℎ4 )
)
2ℎ
2ℎ (
3
ℎ2
= 𝑓 ′ (𝑥) + 𝑓 ′′′ (𝑥) + 𝑂(ℎ3 )
6
= 𝑓 ′ (𝑥) + 𝑂(ℎ2 )

(123)
(124)
(125)

This shows that the dominant error term for the central difference is 𝑂(ℎ2 ), making it second order
accurate. This means if we decrease the mesh spacing from ℎ to ℎ/2, the dominant error term will
scale by a factor of 1/4. Thus, asymptotically, the error decreases more quickly with decreasing ℎ
in a higher order method.
When choosing a finite difference scheme, order of accuracy is only one of several considerations.
Other considerations include the overall stability of the scheme, the nature of the errors produced
by the scheme (e.g., dissipative or dispersive), and the conservation properties of the scheme. For
example, when discretizing advective terms in a partial differential equation, the central difference
scheme above can lead to undesirable oscillations or instabilities when combined with certain time
discretization methods. Upwind discretizations are often preferred for advection. These schemes use
the local flow direction to choose between the forward or backward differences, or higher-order
one-sided discretizations.
We can also approximate higher derivatives with finite difference approximations. For example,
we can write a central difference approxmation to 𝑓 ′′ (𝑥) as

𝑓 ′ (𝑥 + ℎ2 ) − 𝑓 ′ (𝑥 − ℎ2 )
+ 𝑂(ℎ2 )
ℎ
𝑓 (𝑥+ℎ)−𝑓 (𝑥)
− 𝑓 (𝑥)−𝑓ℎ(𝑥−ℎ)
ℎ
=
+ 𝑂(ℎ2 )
ℎ
𝑓 (𝑥 + ℎ) − 2𝑓 (𝑥) + 𝑓 (𝑥 − ℎ)
=
+ 𝑂(ℎ2 ),
ℎ2

𝑓 ′′ (𝑥) =
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where Taylor series analysis of this finite difference approximation shows that the odd errors terms
in the approximations to 𝑓 (𝑥 − ℎ) and 𝑓 (𝑥 + ℎ) cancel perfectly, leaving an 𝑂(ℎ4 ) dominant error
term in the numerator, and thus giving second order accuracy.
Laplacian operator. Now consider approximating the Laplacian operator applied to a function
2
𝜕 2 𝑢 , and each of the two second
𝑢 , i.e., Δ𝑢 using finite differences. In two dimensions, Δ𝑢 = 𝜕𝜕𝑥𝑢2 + 𝜕𝑦
2
order derivatives can be approximated using the centered difference scheme in (128) as

𝜕 2 𝑢(𝑥, 𝑦)
𝜕𝑥 2
2
𝜕 𝑢(𝑥, 𝑦)
𝜕𝑦 2

𝑢(𝑥 + ℎ, 𝑦) − 2𝑢(𝑥, 𝑦) + 𝑢(𝑥 − ℎ, 𝑦)
ℎ2
𝑢(𝑥, 𝑦 + ℎ) − 2𝑢(𝑥, 𝑦) + 𝑢(𝑥, 𝑦 − ℎ)
≈
ℎ2
≈

(129)
(130)

Combining these, we get

𝜕 2 𝑢(𝑥, 𝑦) 𝜕 2 𝑢(𝑥, 𝑦) 𝑢(𝑥 + ℎ, 𝑦) − 2𝑢(𝑥, 𝑦) + 𝑢(𝑥 − ℎ, 𝑦) 𝑢(𝑥, 𝑦 + ℎ) − 2𝑢(𝑥, 𝑦) + 𝑢(𝑥, 𝑦 − ℎ)
+
≈
+
𝜕𝑥 2
𝜕𝑦 2
ℎ2
ℎ2
(131)
𝑢(𝑥 + ℎ, 𝑦) + 𝑢(𝑥 − ℎ, 𝑦) + 𝑢(𝑥, 𝑦 + ℎ) + 𝑢(𝑥, 𝑦 − ℎ) − 4𝑢(𝑥, 𝑦)
(132)
=
ℎ2
If we consider our function 𝑢 to be sampled at the nodes of a uniform two-dimensional grid, as
illustrated below and associate with the location 𝑥 , 𝑥 + ℎ, 𝑦 , 𝑦 − ℎ the grid indices 𝑖 , 𝑖 + 1, 𝑗 , 𝑗 − 1,

etc., respectively, we can write the finite difference approximation in a the commonly used form

𝑢𝑖+1,𝑗 + 𝑢𝑖−1,𝑗 + 𝑢𝑖,𝑗+1 + 𝑢𝑖,𝑗−1 − 4𝑢𝑖,𝑗
(133)
ℎ2
The figure above illustrates which surrounding sample points are used in the finite difference
approximation, and is called the stencil of the finite difference scheme. The particular stencil
illustrated for the Laplacian is very commonly used and is called the five-point stencil. In one
dimension and three dimensions, the analogous stencils are the three- and seven-point stencils,
respectively.
We now consider discretizing the one-dimensional Poisson equation
Δ𝑢(𝑥, 𝑦) ≈

𝑢𝑥𝑥 = 𝑓 ,

𝑥 ∈Ω

(134)

on a uniform one-dimensional grid of size 8. We use the finite difference approximation in (128) at
each point in the grid. Discretizing the Laplacian over the grid gives rise to a matrix that is sparse
yet globally couples all variables. Finite difference discretization of differential operators generally
gives rise to sparse matrices, since differential operators give local information about functions.
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We number the 𝑛 samples from the left to right 𝑖 = 0, 1, … , 𝑛 − 1. At node 𝑖 on the grid, the finite
difference approximation gives the equation

𝑢𝑖−1 − 2𝑢𝑖 + 𝑢𝑖+1
= 𝑓𝑖 .
ℎ2
We apply this discretization at each of the 8 grid nodes and assemble the resulting equations into a
linear system. Here we notice that at the two endpoints of the grid, we do not have all the neighbors
required by the stencil. Mathematically, we require boundary conditions for the solution of Eq. (134)
to be fully determined. The boundary conditions are then used in discretizing the equation at the
boundary points near the boundary. If we assume, for example, the Dirichlet boundary condition

̄
𝑢(𝑥) = 𝑢(𝑥),

𝑥 ∈ 𝜕Ω,

(135)

then the discretized Laplace equation for our example becomes the linear system
⎛−2 1
⎜ 1 −2
1 ⎜⎜ 0
1
2
0
0
ℎ ⎜
⎜0
0
⎜
0
0
⎝

̄ )
𝑢(𝑥
0
0
0
0 ⎞ ⎛𝑢1 ⎞ ⎛𝑓1 − ℎ20 ⎞
⎜
⎟
1
0
0
0 ⎟ ⎜𝑢2 ⎟ ⎜ 𝑓2 ⎟
⎟⎜ ⎟ ⎜
−2 1
0
0 ⎟ ⎜𝑢3 ⎟
𝑓3 ⎟
=
1 −2 1
0 ⎟ ⎜𝑢4 ⎟ ⎜⎜ 𝑓4 ⎟⎟
0
1 −2 1 ⎟ ⎜𝑢5 ⎟ ⎜ 𝑓5 ⎟
⎟⎜ ⎟
̄ 7) ⎟
0
0
1 −2⎠ ⎝𝑢6 ⎠ ⎜𝑓6 − 𝑢(𝑥
ℎ2 ⎠
⎝

(136)

Note how the first and last rows in the matrix have only 2 nonzero terms, while the rows corresponding to interior samples have 3. For the first and last rows, the third term is a boundary term
and not an unknown, and hence appears on the right hand side of the equation.
Neumann boundary conditions, which specify derivatives are also common. If we assume that
the derivative at the boundary is zero,

𝜕𝑢(𝑥)
= 0 ∈ 𝜕Ω,
𝜕𝑥

(137)

as we would for pressure at a solid boundary, then the discretized Laplace equation for our example
becomes the linear system
⎛−1 1
⎜ 1 −2
1 ⎜⎜ 0
1
0
ℎ2 ⎜ 0
⎜0
0
⎜
0
0
⎝

0
0
0
0 ⎞ ⎛𝑢1 ⎞ ⎛𝑓1 ⎞
1
0
0
0 ⎟ ⎜𝑢2 ⎟ ⎜𝑓2 ⎟
⎟⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟
−2 1
0
0 ⎟ ⎜𝑢3 ⎟ ⎜𝑓3 ⎟
=
1 −2 1
0 ⎟ ⎜𝑢4 ⎟ ⎜𝑓4 ⎟
⎟
⎜
⎟
0
1 −2 1 𝑢5 ⎜𝑓5 ⎟
⎟⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟
0
0
1 −1⎠ ⎝𝑢6 ⎠ ⎝𝑓6 ⎠

(138)

Note how the first and last rows in the matrix have only 2 nonzero terms and that the diagonal
entry has been reduced. For the first and last rows, the third entry must be equal to the solution
and the matrix entries cancel.
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Finite Elements

The Finite Element Method can seem a little intimidating and it is true that a rigorous mathematical
derivation is a bit involved, requiring the introduction of arbitrary test functions and integration by
parts. However, the underlying ideas and the linear finite elements that are commonly encountered
in graphics are actually quite straightforward.
As seen in the last section, finite differences discretize derivatives directly by replacing infinitesimal differences with finite ones. The key idea underlying the finite element method is to, instead,
discretize the space of functions that can be represented and solve problems in that limited space.
As the name implies, we begin by breaking an object up into a finite set of elements. The elements
are disjoint (non-overlapping) and provide a spatial discretization of the object. Common elements
are simplices (triangles in 2D and tetrahedra in 3D) and deformed hypercubes (quadrilaterals in
2D and hexahedra in 3D). We then define basis functions over these elements. Unsurprisingly, the
most common basis function space is piecewise linear and we will limit our discussion to this
case. Arbitrary functions in the equations we wish to solve are then projected onto this piecewise
linear space. This projection is often referred to as a Galerkin projection. Intuitively, given a spatial
discretization, we find the closest piecewise linear function to the function of interest. We then
solve the problem in this limited space, resulting in a piecewise linear solution, which, of course,
just an approximation to the solution to the original problem.
Application to Soft Bodies. Finite elements are commonly used in graphics for animating
elastic bodies. Recall that to do so we must compute the deformation gradient, 𝐅. Because we
are using a piecewise linear basis to represent the deformation function 𝐱(𝐮), the gradient of this
function will be piecewise constant. That is 𝐅 is constant over an element. Recall that an arbitrary
point inside a triangle can be represented with barycentric coordinates as

𝐮 = 𝐮0 + 𝛼 (𝐮1 − 𝐮0 ) + 𝛽 (𝐮2 − 𝐮0 ) .

(139)

That same point, in the deformed element will have the same barycentric coordinates and can be
computed as
𝐱 = 𝐱0 + 𝛼 (𝐱1 − 𝐱0 ) + 𝛽 (𝐱2 − 𝐱0 ) .
(140)
Letting 𝐮𝑎𝑏 be the vector 𝐮𝑎 − 𝐮𝑏 and similarly for 𝐱, we can write these in matrix form as

𝐮 = 𝐮0 + (𝐮10

𝐮20 )

and

𝛼
(𝛽 )

(141)

𝛼

,
(142)
(𝛽 )
where the columns of the matrices are vectors along the edges of the element. Putting these together
we can write the deformation function that takes 𝐮 to 𝐱(𝐮) as
𝐱 = 𝐱0 + (𝐱10

𝐱20 )

−1

𝐱(𝐮) = 𝐱0 + (𝐱10 𝐱20 ) (𝐮10 𝐮20 ) (𝐮 − 𝐮0 ) .
(143)
The gradient of this function with respect to 𝐮, the deformation gradient is,
𝜕𝐱
−1
𝐅=
= 𝐱10 𝐱20 ) (𝐮10 𝐮20 ) .
(144)
𝜕𝐮 (
Thus, the finite element method, using linear basis functions, allows us to compute the deformation gradient for a single element by simply assembling matrices composed of vectors along
edges of the elements, inverting one of the matrices and then performing a matrix multiply. This
simple process is remarkably powerful because once we have the deformation gradient we compute
any stress measure we would like and from there compute elastic forces. Also, note that if the
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sha1_base64="PuUH45tvQ75b/y3hvyQ9nBUNTPI=">AAACH3icbVDLSsNAFL3xbX1VXboJFsFVTbrRZakblwq2FZJQJpOpDp1HmJkoZchnuFX8Gnfitl/hJ+ik7cLXgYHDOfdyz5w0Z1SbIJh4C4tLyyura+u1jc2t7Z367l5Py0Jh0sWSSXWTIk0YFaRrqGHkJlcE8ZSRfjo6r/z+PVGaSnFtxjlJOLoVdEgxMk6K4o4tyoFtBWVtUG8EzWAK/y8J56TRPjn+aAPA5aD+GWcSF5wIgxnSOgqD3CQWKUMxI2UtLjTJER6hWxI5KhAnOrHTyKV/5JTMH0rlnjD+VP2+YRHXesxTN8mRudO/vUr8z4sKMzxLLBV5YYjAs0PDgvlG+tX//Ywqgg0bO4Kwoi6rj++QQti4lmqxIA9Yco5EZuNOGYWJjVPJsiqKZDau7iluG2FZThsLf/fzl/RazTBohleuug7MsAYHcAjHEMIptOECLqELGCQ8whM8ey/eq/fmvc9GF7z5zj78gDf5AlAQpUg=</latexit>
sha1_base64="Y9eaKJk+qgny0be1kiPoEniCZg4=">AAACH3icbVDLSsNAFJ34Nr6qLt0Ei9BVTUTQZakblxXsA5JQJpNJHZxHmJkoZchnuFX8GnfiSuhX+Ak6abvwdWDgcM693DMnySlR2vcnzsLi0vLK6tq6u7G5tb1T293rKVFIhLtIUCEHCVSYEo67mmiKB7nEkCUU95Pbi8rv32GpiODXepzjmMERJxlBUFspjNqmKIfmxC/dYa3uN/0pvL8kmJN667jxcfr+nHSGtc8oFahgmGtEoVJh4Oc6NlBqgigu3ahQOIfoFo5waCmHDKvYTCOX3pFVUi8T0j6uvan6fcNAptSYJXaSQX2jfnuV+J8XFjo7jw3heaExR7NDWUE9Lbzq/15KJEaaji2BSBKb1UM3UEKkbUtuxPE9EoxBnpqoXYZBbKJE0LSKIqiJqnuSmXpQltPGgt/9/CW9k2bgN4MrW10bzLAGDsAhaIAAnIEWuAQd0AUICPAAHsGT8+y8OK/O22x0wZnv7IMfcCZfCYCnFQ==</latexit>

(0, 1)

x20

<latexit sha1_base64="y7ZDnDP0/4lTX8O7ameN885pNKE=">AAACGXicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3g0WoIGXiRpelblxWcNpCZyiZTNqG5jEkGaUM8w1uFb/Gnbh15ddopu1CWw8EDufcyz05UcKoNp735ZTW1jc2t8rblZ3dvf2D6uFRR8tUYeJjyaTqRUgTRgXxDTWM9BJFEI8Y6UaTm8LvPhClqRT3ZpqQkKORoEOKkbGSX/cu4PmgWvMa3gzuKoELUgMLtAfV7yCWOOVEGMyQ1n3oJSbMkDIUM5JXglSTBOEJGpG+pQJxosNsFjZ3z6wSu0Op7BPGnam/NzLEtZ7yyE5yZMZ62SvE/7x+aobXYUZFkhoi8PzQMGWukW7xczemimDDppYgrKjN6uIxUggb208lEOQRS86RiLOglfdhmAWRZHERRbIsKO4pntVgnucV2xhc7meVdC4b0GvAO6/WbC26K4MTcArqAIIr0AS3oA18gAEFT+AZvDivzpvz7nzMR0vOYucY/IHz+QOw16BW</latexit>
sha1_base64="iMQ/IUd8+wdWQY1Ct5SNqVll5So=">AAACGXicbVDLSgMxFL3j2/qqiis3g0VQkDLRhS6LblxWsA/oDJLJpBrMY0gyShnmG9wq/ozuxK0rv0YzbRdaPRA4nHMv9+TEKWfGBsGnNzU9Mzs3v7BYWVpeWV2rrm+0jco0oS2iuNLdGBvKmaQtyyyn3VRTLGJOO/HtWel37qg2TMlLO0hpJPC1ZH1GsHVSay84QPtX1VpQD4bw/xI0JrXGUX3rBQCaV9WvMFEkE1RawrExPRSkNsqxtoxwWlTCzNAUk1t8TXuOSiyoifJh2MLfdUri95V2T1p/qP7cyLEwZiBiNymwvTGTXin+5/Uy2z+JcibTzFJJRof6Gfet8suf+wnTlFg+cAQTzVxWn9xgjYl1/VRCSe+JEgLLJA9Pix6K8jBWPCmjKJ6H5T0t8hoqiqLiGkOT/fwl7cM6CurowlV3CiMswDbswB4gOIYGnEMTWkCAwQM8wpP37L16b977aHTKG+9swi94H9/rTaHM</latexit>
sha1_base64="mO6II5n8Kkno8+hADNUd5+dK/aM=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="lSzjaI2fg7+fchvpS4Fi4/lLzRE=">AAACH3icbVDLSsNAFJ34rPVVdekmGARXJelGl6VuXFawD0hCmUwm7dB5hJmJWoZ8hlvFr3Enbvs1mqRdaOuBgcM593LPnCilRGnXnVsbm1vbO7u1vfr+weHRcePktK9EJhHuIUGFHEZQYUo47mmiKR6mEkMWUTyIprelP3jEUhHBH/QsxSGDY04SgqAuJD/omOd8ZFpuXh81HLfpVrDXibckDliiO2p8B7FAGcNcIwqV8j031aGBUhNEcV4PMoVTiKZwjP2CcsiwCk0VObcvCyW2EyGLx7Vdqb83DGRKzVhUTDKoJ2rVK8X/PD/TyU1oCE8zjTlaHEoyamthl/+3YyIx0nRWEIgkKbLaaAIlRLpoqR5w/IQEY5DHJujkvheaIBI0LqMIaoLynmTG8fK8asxb7Wed9FtNz216967T7iy7q4FzcAGugAeuQRvcgS7oAQQEeAGv4M16tz6sT+trMbphLXfOwB9Y8x+gYaOF</latexit>
sha1_base64="RPSuO6OKfNiNRluS4qULUDVbHv8=">AAACH3icbVC7TsMwFL3hTXkVGFkiKqROJWGBsSoLY5EoICVR5ThusfAjsh2gsvIZrCC+hg2x8hV8AjgtA7QcydLROffqHp80Z1SbIPjw5uYXFpeWV1Zra+sbm1v17Z1LLQuFSQ9LJtV1ijRhVJCeoYaR61wRxFNGrtLb08q/uiNKUykuzCgnCUdDQQcUI+OkKO7Yh7Jvj4Ky1q83glYwhj9Lwh/SaB82P9sA0O3Xv+JM4oITYTBDWkdhkJvEImUoZqSsxYUmOcK3aEgiRwXiRCd2HLn0D5yS+QOp3BPGH6u/NyziWo946iY5Mjd62qvE/7yoMIOTxFKRF4YIPDk0KJhvpF/938+oItiwkSMIK+qy+vgGKYSNa6kWC3KPJedIZDbulFGY2DiVLKuiSGbj6p7ithGW5bixcLqfWXJ51AqDVnjuquvABCuwB/vQhBCOoQ1n0IUeYJDwCE/w7L14r96b9z4ZnfN+dnbhD7yPb1U4pUs=</latexit>
sha1_base64="VKZq7o16GUx1aY+xq2b2khzPgT4=">AAACH3icbVDLSgMxFM34tr6qLt0MFqGrOlMEXZa6calgbWFmKJlM2obmMSQZtYT5DLdKv8aduBL8Cj9BM20X2nogcDjnXu7JiVNKlPa8T2dpeWV1bX1js7S1vbO7V94/uFMikwi3kKBCdmKoMCUctzTRFHdSiSGLKW7Hw8vCb99jqYjgt3qU4ojBPic9gqC2UhA2zWPeNXUvL3XLFa/mTeAuEn9GKo3T6tfZxzi+7pa/w0SgjGGuEYVKBb6X6shAqQmiOC+FmcIpREPYx4GlHDKsIjOJnLsnVkncnpD2ce1O1N8bBjKlRiy2kwzqgZr3CvE/L8h07yIyhKeZxhxND/Uy6mrhFv93EyIx0nRkCUSS2KwuGkAJkbYtlUKOH5BgDPLEhM088CMTxoImRRRBTVjck8xU/DyfNObP97NI7uo136v5N7a6JphiAxyBY1AFPjgHDXAFrkELICDAE3gGL87YeXXenPfp6JIz2zkEf+B8/gAOqKcY</latexit>

(1, 0)
x10

<latexit sha1_base64="XlScVPNAliC7jFYKhyzcVpitvuw=">AAACGXicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3g0WoIGXiRpelblxWcNpCZyiZTNqG5jEkGaUM8w1uFb/Gnbh15ddopu1CWw8EDufcyz05UcKoNp735ZTW1jc2t8rblZ3dvf2D6uFRR8tUYeJjyaTqRUgTRgXxDTWM9BJFEI8Y6UaTm8LvPhClqRT3ZpqQkKORoEOKkbGSX4cX3vmgWvMa3gzuKoELUgMLtAfV7yCWOOVEGMyQ1n3oJSbMkDIUM5JXglSTBOEJGpG+pQJxosNsFjZ3z6wSu0Op7BPGnam/NzLEtZ7yyE5yZMZ62SvE/7x+aobXYUZFkhoi8PzQMGWukW7xczemimDDppYgrKjN6uIxUggb208lEOQRS86RiLOglfdhmAWRZHERRbIsKO4pntVgnucV2xhc7meVdC4b0GvAO6/WbC26K4MTcArqAIIr0AS3oA18gAEFT+AZvDivzpvz7nzMR0vOYucY/IHz+QOw2aBW</latexit>
sha1_base64="euZ3If6/AzNgZ2hMBeCzDqrqbUg=">AAACGXicbVDLSgMxFL3j2/qqiis3g0VQkDLRhS6LblxWsA/oDJLJpBrMY0gyShnmG9wq/ozuxK0rv0YzbRdaPRA4nHMv9+TEKWfGBsGnNzU9Mzs3v7BYWVpeWV2rrm+0jco0oS2iuNLdGBvKmaQtyyyn3VRTLGJOO/HtWel37qg2TMlLO0hpJPC1ZH1GsHVSaw8dBPtX1VpQD4bw/xI0JrXGUX3rBQCaV9WvMFEkE1RawrExPRSkNsqxtoxwWlTCzNAUk1t8TXuOSiyoifJh2MLfdUri95V2T1p/qP7cyLEwZiBiNymwvTGTXin+5/Uy2z+JcibTzFJJRof6Gfet8suf+wnTlFg+cAQTzVxWn9xgjYl1/VRCSe+JEgLLJA9Pix6K8jBWPCmjKJ6H5T0t8hoqiqLiGkOT/fwl7cM6CurowlV3CiMswDbswB4gOIYGnEMTWkCAwQM8wpP37L16b977aHTKG+9swi94H9/rT6HM</latexit>
sha1_base64="V05gulBLJZwyRtEr/Z6bQCH7UTw=">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</latexit>

u10

<latexit sha1_base64="xRv4kryQDV31nm0NmW5M8hC07aU=">AAACH3icbVC7TsMwFHXKq5RXgZElokJiqmIWGKuyMBaJPqQkqhzHba36EdkOUFn5DFYQX8OGWPs1kKQdoOVIlo7OuVf3+EQJo9p43typbGxube9Ud2t7+weHR/Xjk56WqcKkiyWTahAhTRgVpGuoYWSQKIJ4xEg/mt4Wfv+RKE2leDCzhIQcjQUdUYxMLvlB2z5nQwu9rDasN7ymV8JdJ3BJGmCJzrD+HcQSp5wIgxnS2odeYkKLlKGYkawWpJokCE/RmPg5FYgTHdoycuZe5ErsjqTKnzBuqf7esIhrPeNRPsmRmehVrxD/8/zUjG5CS0WSGiLw4tAoZa6RbvF/N6aKYMNmOUFY0TyriydIIWzylmqBIE9Yco5EbIN25sPQBpFkcRFFMhsU9xS3DZhlZWNwtZ910rtqQq8J771Gq73srgrOwDm4BBBcgxa4Ax3QBRhI8AJewZvz7nw4n87XYrTiLHdOwR848x+eraOE</latexit>
sha1_base64="QMInGRfVbBxVpJpaeAhhPFG/+34=">AAACH3icbVC7TsMwFL3hTXkVGFkiKiSmErPAWJWFsUgUkJKochwXLPyIbAeorHwGK4ivYUOsfAWfAE7LwOtIlo7OuVf3+GQFZ8ZG0VswNT0zOze/sNhYWl5ZXWuub5wZVWpC+0RxpS8ybChnkvYts5xeFJpikXF6nl0f1f75DdWGKXlqRwVNBb6UbMgItl6Kk667qwYORVVj0GxF7WiM8C9BX6TV2dt97wBAb9D8SHJFSkGlJRwbE6OosKnD2jLCadVISkMLTK7xJY09lVhQk7px5Crc8UoeDpX2T9pwrH7fcFgYMxKZnxTYXpnfXi3+58WlHR6mjsmitFSSyaFhyUOrwvr/Yc40JZaPPMFEM581JFdYY2J9S41E0luihMAyd0m3ilHqkkzxvI6iuEvqe1q4FqqqcWPodz9/ydl+G0VtdOKr68IEC7AF27ALCA6gA8fQgz4QUHAPD/AYPAXPwUvwOhmdCr52NuEHgrdPU4SlSg==</latexit>
sha1_base64="CYGrXZXWenAKooolFHkY3yFNxtM=">AAACH3icbVDLSgMxFM34tr6qLt0MFqGrOhFBl1I3LhWsLcwMJZNJ22AeQ5JRS5jPcKv4Ne7EleBX+AmaabvQ1gOBwzn3ck9OkjGqTRB8enPzC4tLyyurlbX1jc2t6vbOjZa5wqSFJZOqkyBNGBWkZahhpJMpgnjCSDu5PS/99h1RmkpxbYYZiTnqC9qjGBknhVHTPhRdC4Oi0q3WgkYwgj9L4ITUzg7rX8cfL8llt/odpRLnnAiDGdI6hEFmYouUoZiRohLlmmQI36I+CR0ViBMd21Hkwj9wSur3pHJPGH+k/t6wiGs95Imb5MgM9LRXiv95YW56p7GlIssNEXh8qJcz30i//L+fUkWwYUNHEFbUZfXxACmEjWupEglyjyXnSKQ2ahYhjG2USJaWUSSzUXlPcVuDRTFqDE73M0tujhowaMArV10TjLEC9sA+qAMITsAZuACXoAUwkOARPIFn78V79d689/HonDfZ2QV/4H3+AAz0pxc=</latexit>

u10

<latexit sha1_base64="CHLjU8+uBTXPtLPIyscnIdkeFM4=">AAACH3icbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqks3wSC4Khk3uix147KCbYUklMlk0g6dR5iZKGXIZ7hV/Bp34rZfo0nbhbYeGDiccy/3zIkzRrXx/ZlT29jc2t6p7zb29g8Oj5rHJ30tc4VJD0sm1WOMNGFUkJ6hhpHHTBHEY0YG8eS28gdPRGkqxYOZZiTiaCRoSjEypRSEHZsXQwv9ojFsen7Ln8NdJ3BJPLBEd9j8DhOJc06EwQxpHUA/M5FFylDMSNEIc00yhCdoRIKSCsSJjuw8cuFelEriplKVTxh3rv7esIhrPeVxOcmRGetVrxL/84LcpDeRpSLLDRF4cSjNmWukW/3fTagi2LBpSRBWtMzq4jFSCJuypUYoyDOWnCOR2LBTBDCyYSxZUkWRzIbVPcWtB4ti3hhc7Wed9K9a0G/Be99rd5bd1cEZOAeXAIJr0AZ3oAt6AAMJXsAreHPenQ/n0/lajNac5c4p+ANn9gOZhaOB</latexit>
sha1_base64="91zGFFy9RwM20i5OeYu4W7U1p+A=">AAACH3icbVDLSgMxFL3j2/qqunQzWARXdeJGl6VuXCrYKswMJZNJNZjHkGSUEuYz3Cp+jTtx26/wEzTTuvB1IHA4517uyckKzoyNonEwMzs3v7C4tNxYWV1b32hubvWNKjWhPaK40lcZNpQzSXuWWU6vCk2xyDi9zG5Pav/yjmrDlLywo4KmAl9LNmQEWy/FSdeV1cChqGoMmq2oHU0Q/iXoi7Q6B/vvHQA4GzQ/klyRUlBpCcfGxCgqbOqwtoxwWjWS0tACk1t8TWNPJRbUpG4SuQr3vJKHQ6X9kzacqN83HBbGjETmJwW2N+a3V4v/eXFph8epY7IoLZVkemhY8tCqsP5/mDNNieUjTzDRzGcNyQ3WmFjfUiOR9J4oIbDMXdKtYpS6JFM8r6Mo7pL6nhauhapq0hj63c9f0j9so6iNzn11XZhiCXZgF/YBwRF04BTOoAcEFDzAIzwFz8FL8Bq8TUdngq+dbfiBYPwJTlylRw==</latexit>
sha1_base64="eNPbzto33DMWT7FEC3P0sV3xZyM=">AAACBnicbVDLSgMxFM3UVx2r1rWbYBFclYkbXYpuXFawD5gZSiaTaUPzGJKMUob5Abfi17gTf8Kv0UzbhbYeCBzOuZd7cpKcM2OD4MtrbG3v7O419/2Dln94dNxuDYwqNKF9orjSowQbypmkfcssp6NcUywSTofJ7K72h09UG6bko53nNBZ4IlnGCLZO6o3bnaAbLAA3CVqRDlhh3P6OUkUKQaUlHBsToiC3cYm1ZYTTyo8KQ3NMZnhCQ0clFtTE5SJmBc+dksJMafekhQv190aJhTFzkbhJge3UrHu1+J8XFja7jksm88JSSZaHsoJDq2D9Z5gyTYnlc0cw0cxlhWSKNSbWNeNHkj4TJQSWaRndViGKyyhRPK2jKF5G9T0tyg6qqsp3haH1ejbJ4LKLgi56CEATnIIzcAEQuAI34B70QB8QkIIX8Oq9ee/ex7LYhrdq+AT8gff5A6xKnNs=</latexit>
sha1_base64="JqS8tO38oBpnAI7CeVong2i4mp0=">AAACFHicbVDLSsQwFL31bR11dOumOAiuhsaNLmXcuFRwZoS2DGmaapg8SpIqQ+hnuFX8Gnfi1q/Rts7C14HA4Zx7uScnLTgzNgzfvYXFpeWV1bV1f6OzubXd3emMjCo1oUOiuNLXKTaUM0mHlllOrwtNsUg5HafTs8Yf31FtmJJXdlbQROAbyXJGsK2lKB64spo4FFb+pNsL+2GL4C9Bc9KDOS4m3Y84U6QUVFrCsTERCgubOKwtI5xWflwaWmAyxTc0qqnEgprEtZGr4KBWsiBXun7SBq36fcNhYcxMpPWkwPbW/PYa8T8vKm1+kjgmi9JSSb4O5SUPrAqa/wcZ05RYPqsJJprVWQNyizUmtm7JjyW9J0oILDMXD6oIJS5OFc+aKIq7uLmnheuhqmobQ7/7+UtGR30U9tFlCGuwB/twCAiO4RTO4QKGQEDBAzzCk/fsvXivX90uePOSd+EHvLdPkbuh+w==</latexit>
sha1_base64="GwEPeklIMy1T5jNjn8kOElysOLM=">AAACH3icbVDLSgMxFM34tr6qLt0MFsFVnYigy1I3LivYVpgZSiaT2tA8hiSjlDCf4Vbxa9yJK6Ff4SdoZurC14HA4Zx7uScnyRjVJgim3tz8wuLS8spqbW19Y3Orvr3T0zJXmHSxZFJdJ0gTRgXpGmoYuc4UQTxhpJ+Mz0u/f0uUplJcmUlGYo5uBB1SjIyTwqht82JgYVDUBvVG0Awq+H8J/CKN1tHh+8nbU9IZ1D+iVOKcE2EwQ1qHMMhMbJEyFDNS1KJckwzhMbohoaMCcaJjW0Uu/AOnpP5QKveE8Sv1+4ZFXOsJT9wkR2akf3ul+J8X5mZ4FlsqstwQgWeHhjnzjfTL//spVQQbNnEEYUVdVh+PkELYuJZqkSB3WHKORGqjdhHC2EaJZGkZRTIblfcUtw1YFFVj8Hc/f0nvuAmDJrx01bXBDCtgD+yDQwDBKWiBC9ABXYCBBPfgATx6T96z9+K9zkbnvK+dXfAD3vQTB8ynFA==</latexit>

1

u20

x10

x20

<latexit sha1_base64="BzMoqt6d/lHznR2ZfJE3oHeLTaU=">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</latexit>
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Fig. 7. The finite element method. To compute the deformation gradients we assemble matrices
composed of vectors along the edges of the elements in rest and world space. We invert the rest space
matrix and premultiple by the world space matrix.
object’s rest shape does not change, the matrix that needs to be inverted is constant and can be
precomputed. See Figure 7.
Probably the most common strain model in computer graphics, as mentioned in Section 2.2.2, is
the co-rotated model where we compute the polar decomposition 𝐅 = 𝐐𝐅̃ and then compute strain
as
1
𝑇
𝜖 = (𝐅̃ + 𝐅̃ ) − 𝐈.
(145)
We can then compute stress as

2

𝝈 = 𝜆Tr (𝜖) 𝐈 + 2𝜇𝜖.

(146)

And finally forces are given by

𝐟 = 𝐐𝝈𝐧𝑖 ,
(147)
where 𝐧𝑖 is the area weighted normal of the edge (2D) or face (3D) opposite the node the force is
acting upon in the rest configuration. The simplicity of the finite element approach can be seen in
Algorithm 25 , which differs little from Algorithm 1.

5 There

are a couple of obvious optimizations: inverse(Matrix3x3(u1-u0, u2-u0, u3-u0)) in line 6 can be precomputed and line
8 can be simplified because Ftilde is symmetric.
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Algorithm 2 Finite Element Timestep Loop
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:

4

for Particle p : particles do
p.frc = 0
p.frc += p.mass*gravity
end for
for Element e : elements do
Matrix3x3 F = Matrix3x3 (x1-x0, x2-x0, x3-x0) * inverse(Matrix3x3(u1-u0, u2-u0, u3-u0))
PolarDecomp (F, Q, Ftilde)
Matrix3x3 strain = 1/2 * (Ftilde + transpose (Ftilde)) - I
Matrix3x3 stress = lambda * trace(strain) * I + 2 * mu * strain
for 𝑖 = 0 to 3 do
particles[e.node[i]].frc += Q * stress * e.normal[i]
end for
end for
for Particle p : particles do
p.vel += dt*(p.frc / p.mass)
p.pos += dt*(p.vel)
end for
TEMPORAL DISCRETIZATION

In addition to discretizing space, we must also discretize time. For the purposes of animation we
typically march forward through time outputing frames at some regular frequency. Though the
timestep can vary in size, a fixed timestep is often adopted for simplicity and to avoid unwanted
changes in material behavior, which may occur with changes in timestep size. Typically there are
several timesteps per frame of animation, but most modern animation systems try to take as few
steps per frame as possible.
4.1

Explicit Integration

Explicit integration refers to integration techniques where the updated state at time 𝑡 + Δ𝑡 is described solely in terms of quantities computed at time 𝑡 . The Euler integrator discussed in Section 1,

𝐱𝑝 (𝑡 + Δ𝑡) = 𝐱𝑝 (𝑡) + Δ𝑡 ⋅ 𝐯(𝐱𝑝 , 𝑡).

(148)

is an explicit integrator. We have an explicit formula for 𝐱𝑝 (𝑡 + Δ𝑡) in terms of quantities evaluated
at time 𝑡 , 𝐱𝑝 (𝑡) and 𝐯(𝐱𝑝 , 𝑡). There are infinitely many such integration techniques all with different
properties. In studying such integrators it is important to remember that properties that are
important for particular applications, may not be important for computer animation and that
integration techniques that may seem very similar can have very different behavior in practice.
4.1.1 Trapezoidal Rule vs. Midpoint Method. Let’s take a closer look at the particular cas of
the Trapezoidal Rule and the Midpoint Method. You may remember these from your first calculus
class where you learned to integrate the area under a curve by computing the area of various
rectagles. See Figure 8. It turns out that these methods can also be applied to our problem of moving
massless particles through a velocity field from Section 1.1.
For the trapezoidal rule, we evaluate the velocity at the particle’s position, pretend to move
the particle a full timestep and evaluate the velocity again, then use the average of these two
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Fig. 8. From left to right: Forward Euler, Trapazoidal Rule, and Midpoint Method.
evaluations to update the particle’s position, see Figure 9. Mathematically,

Δ𝑡
(149)
(𝐯(𝐱(𝑡), 𝑡) + 𝐯(𝐱 + Δ𝑡𝐯(𝐱, 𝑡), 𝑡)) .
2
For the midpoint method, we evaluate the velocity at the particle’s position, pretend to move the
particle a half step and evaluate the velocity again, then use the second evaluation to update the
particle’s position, see Figure 9. Mathematically,
𝐱(𝑡 + Δ𝑡) = 𝐱(𝑡) +

Δ𝑡
𝐱(𝑡 + Δ𝑡) = 𝐱(𝑡) + Δ𝑡 𝐯(𝐱 + 𝐯(𝐱, 𝑡), 𝑡) .
(150)
(
)
2
These are both second order Runge-Kutta (RK2) methods and Taylor series analysis easily reveals
that these methods both have local truncation errors of 𝑂(Δ𝑡 3 ) and are second-order accurate.
They are both frequently used in computer animation as the improvement in accuracy over the
Euler integrator does seem to be worth the cost of the additional evaluation in many contexts.
But, they do behave quite differently. Because the trapezoidal rule averages to velocity estimates it
tends to produce a smoother solution, while the midpoint method is more susceptible to noise or
aliasing. In some cases the additional smoothing of the trapezoidal rule is desired, in other cases
these solutions appear overly damped and the midpoint method is preferred.
The take away point is that there is more to a numerical method than its accuracy and that
differences that can seem quite subtle during analysis can be significant in practice.
4.1.2 Symplectic Euler. We already saw the Symplectic Euler integrator in Section 1, but it is
important enough to revisit. For a second-order ordinary differential equation, e.g. Newton’s Second
Law, there are three obvious numerical methods for updating the position:

𝐱𝑝 (𝑡 + Δ𝑡) = 𝐱𝑝 (𝑡) + 𝑑𝑡 ⋅ 𝐯𝑝 (𝑡)
𝐱𝑝 (𝑡 + Δ𝑡) = 𝐱𝑝 (𝑡) +

𝑑𝑡
⋅ 𝐯𝑝 (𝑡) + 𝐯𝑝 (𝑡 + Δ𝑡))
2 (

(151)
(152)

𝐱𝑝 (𝑡 + Δ𝑡) = 𝐱𝑝 (𝑡) + 𝑑𝑡 ⋅ 𝐯𝑝 (𝑡 + Δ𝑡).
(153)
The first one doesn’t seem to have a name associated with it, but the middle one is sometimes
called Improved Euler and the third one is called Symplectic Euler. Obviously the only difference is
where the velocity is evaluated, at the beginning of the step, end of the step, or an average of both.
From the discussion above, the reader may guess that improved Euler is second-order accurate and
that is partially true. It turns out that depending on the problem improved Euler may not converge
at all. In particular, for pure elasticity problems one can fairly easily show that improved Euler
is unconditionally unstable for open-ended (i.e. infinite) time integration. That means no matter
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octave:1> [x,y] = meshgrid(0:.5:2*pi,0:.5:2*pi);
quiver(x,y,x,5*cos(x))

Fig. 9. Trapazoidal Rule (top) vs. Midpoint Method (bottom) for integrating a path through a velocity
field. The black arrow is the first velocity evaluation, the orange arrow is the second, and the gray
arrow is the velocity used to upate the particles position. Note that the midpoint mehtod moves only
halfway along the path from the first estimate and that the trapazoidal rule uses the average of the
two velocity evaluations
to update the position.
octave:1>
[x,y] = meshgrid(0:.5:2*pi,0:.5:2*pi);
quiver(x,y,x,5*cos(x))
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how small the timestep the solution will still diverge. In practice, for most problems in computer
animation symplectic Euler is the preferred explicit integrator, despite its lower order accuracy.
Again, this demonstrates that there is more to chosing a numerical method than simple order of
accuracy and numerical experiments are often necessary to determine the best choice.
4.2

Implicit Integration

Sometimes we wish to solve stiff problems. “Stiff problem” is not particularly well defined, but
they occur, for example, when materials have very strong resistance to deformation.As problems
become more stiff, explicit integrators require smaller and smaller timesteps in order to remain
stable. In the simple case of a zero-length spring where

𝐟 = −𝑘𝐱

(154)

with initial displacement 𝐱𝟎 , initial velocity of 0, and mass 𝑚. If we use our symplectic Euler
integrator we after the first step our new position will be

Δ𝑡 2 𝑘
𝐱(Δ𝑡) = 1 −
𝐱 .
(155)
(
𝑚 ) 𝟎
√
√
2𝑚 the spring will be more extended then when
If Δ𝑡 > 𝑚
we
will
overshoot
the
origin.
If
Δ𝑡
>
𝑘
𝑘
it started and our solution will diverge. So, as 𝑘 increases the size of our timestep must decrease to
maintain stability. If we wish to avoid this timestep restriction, we can switch to implicit integration.
Here is our explicit symplectic Euler integrator again:
𝐯(𝑡 + Δ𝑡) = 𝐯(𝑡) + Δ𝑡 ⋅ 𝐌−1 𝐟(𝐱(𝑡), 𝑡)
𝐱(𝑡 + Δ𝑡) = 𝐱(𝑡) + Δ𝑡 ⋅ 𝐯(𝑡 + Δ𝑡).

(156)

and here is the implicit formulation:

𝐯(𝑡 + Δ𝑡) = 𝐯(𝑡) + Δ𝑡 ⋅ 𝐌−1 𝐟(𝐱(𝑡 + Δ𝑡), 𝑡 + Δ𝑡)
𝐱(𝑡 + Δ𝑡) = 𝐱(𝑡) + Δ𝑡 ⋅ 𝐯(𝑡 + Δ𝑡).

(157)

The only difference is that in the implicit version, forces are evaluated at 𝑡 + Δ𝑡 . But, because we
can’t directly compute the forces at 𝑡 + Δ𝑡 without knowing the system state at 𝑡 + Δ𝑡 the new
state is defined implicitly as one which satisfies this equation. This definition is analogous to the
definition of implicit surfaces being the set of points that satisfy an equation (e.g 𝑥 2 + 𝑦 2 = 𝑟 2
defines a circle). Generally, this is a complex non-linear problem and Newton’s method is often
employed in conjunction with a variety of performance enhancing approaches. However, we will
consider the simplest version of the problem, which can be thought of as a single Newton iteration,
where we linearize the system around the current state and solve the linearized problem. We take
our non-linear dynamic system for soft bodies,

̇ + 𝐌𝐱̈ = 𝐟 𝑒𝑥𝑡 ,
𝐊(𝐱 − 𝐱0 ) + 𝐃(𝐱)
where 𝐱0 is the rest state. We then linearize to get
𝐊𝐱 − 𝐊𝐱0 + 𝐃𝐱̇ + 𝐌𝐱̈ = 𝐟 𝑒𝑥𝑡 .

(158)
(159)

Thus our forces are

̇
𝐟 𝑒𝑥𝑡 − 𝐊𝐱 + 𝐊𝐱0 − 𝐃𝐱.
(160)
Substituting these forces and the second equation of Equation (157) into the first equation of Equation (157) we have,
𝐯(𝑡 + Δ𝑡) = 𝐯(𝑡) + Δ𝑡 ⋅ 𝐌−1 [−𝐊 (𝐱(𝑡) + Δ𝑡𝐯(𝑡 + Δ𝑡)) + 𝐊𝐱0 − 𝐃𝐯(𝑡 + Δ𝑡) + 𝐟 𝑒𝑥𝑡 ] .
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Rearranging terms we arrive at the linear system
2
(162)
(𝐌 + Δ𝑡 𝐊 + Δ𝑡𝐃) 𝐯(𝑡 + Δ𝑡) = 𝐌𝐯(𝑡) + Δ𝑡 (−𝐊 (𝐱(𝑡) − 𝐱0 ) + 𝐟 𝑒𝑥𝑡 ) .
This integrator is often referred to as Linearly Implicit Euler and can also be derived from a firstorder Taylor expansion. It is worth noting that the right hand side corresponds to an explicit Euler
step that ignores damping forces. The matrix on the left hand side acts as a smoothing filter on this
explicit Euler step. Traditionally, this system is solved with preconditioned conjugate gradients
to take advantage of the sparse structure of the matrix on the left hand side. This integrator is
also the first step in a Newton’s method solution of a fully implicit backwards Euler integrator for
the non-linear problem. As such it is sometimes referred to as semi-implicit Euler or semi-implicit
Backward Euler.
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CONSTRAINTS

Newton’s second law describes the evolution of a body under applied forces. However, in many
scenarios, it is more natural and convenient to specify conditions on the positions or velocities
of the body that should be satisfied, rather than the forces acting on the body. These conditions
are referred to as constraints. For example, an object resting on a table is subject to gravity and
possibly other external forces, while constrained to not penetrate the table. How is this constraint
maintained physically? By Newton’s third law, the table pushes on the object with a force equal in
magnitude and opposite in direction to the force of the object on the table. The net effect on the
object will be to prevent penetration. The force associated with the non-penetration constraint will
be exactly the force necessary to maintain the constraint. In this scenario and others, the constraint
force arises instantaneously in response to other forces in the system to maintain the constraint. It
is thus more natural to specify the constraint and determine the necessary force than to specify the
constraint force. There are a many types of constraints as well as a variety of methods for solving
problems of constrained dynamics.
5.1

Bilateral / Unilateral constraints

The number of degrees of freedom (DOF) in a system is the number of independent parameters
needed to fully specify the configuration of the system. For example, in three-dimensional space, a
single particle has three degrees of freedom, and a single rigid body has six degrees of freedom. A
holonomic constraint is a relationship between the positional degrees of freedom in the system of
the form

𝑔(𝑥1 , 𝑥2 , … , 𝑥𝑛 , 𝑡) = 0.

(163)

Note that it may depend on time. The constraint defines a relationship between the positional
degrees of freedom that must be satisfied, therefore it implicitly removes degrees of freedom, since
given 𝑛 − 1 of the 𝑛 positions, the remaining position can be determined using Eq. (163).
Implicitly, Eq. (163) defines a manifold embedded in the 𝑛-dimensional space. The constraint in
(163) is a bilateral or equality constraint, as it requires that the positions be on the manifold and
prohibits them from being off the manifold to either side.
As an example of such a constraint, consider two rigid bodies in two dimensions that are attached
at their ends, but free to rotate about the point of attachment, as illustrated below. The degrees of

Fig. 10
freedom of the rigid bodies ignoring the constraint are 𝐱1 , 𝜃1 , and 𝐱2 , 𝜃2 , and the constraint can be
written as

𝐠(𝐱1 , 𝜃1 , 𝐱2 , 𝜃2 ) = (𝐱1 + 𝐫1 ) − (𝐱2 + 𝐫2 ) = 𝟎.
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Here 𝐠 ∶ ℝ6 → ℝ2 and implicitly removes two DOF, so that the constrained problem has 6 − 2 = 4
degrees of freedom. We can also see this as the system configuration is fully determined by
specifying the position of the attachment point in ℝ2 , and the angle of each rigid body, giving a
total of 4 DOF.
In a unilateral or inequality constraint, the equality sign in (163) is replaced by an inequality, so
that the constraint takes the form

𝑔(𝑥1 , 𝑥2 , … , 𝑥𝑛 , 𝑡) ≥ 0.

(165)

This form of constraint arises when one body is in contact with another. In such cases, the bodies
are free to move apart, but are prohibited from interpenetrating. An example is illustrated below,
where a ball rests on a surface. The ball is constrained from moving into the surface, but can be
freely lifted off the surface. The point of contact is shown in light blue. The constraint can be

written as

𝐠(𝑥1 , 𝑦1 , 𝜃1 ) = 𝑦1 − ℎ ≥ 0,

(166)

where 𝑦1 is the height of the center of the ball. This constraint allows the ball to slide, so that its
lateral position 𝑥1 and orientation 𝜃1 are independent. If the ball is further restricted to rolling,
then 𝑥1 and 𝜃1 would not evolve independently during contact.
Inequality constraints arise in other cases as well, for example when limits are set on the legal
range of joint angles in an articulated rigid body.
5.2

Soft vs. Hard

Constraints can also be said to be either hard or soft. A hard constraint is one which should be
satsified exactly. Thus the forces maintaining it should be able to overcome any competing forces
that act to violate the constraint. In constrast, a soft constraint need not be satisfied exactly; some
amount of error is tolerated. The forces maintaining the soft constraint are not arbitrarily strong as
in the case of hard constraints, and competing forces can cause the constraint to be violated until
those forces subside.
5.3

Solution Methods: Penalty Forces, Lagrange Multipliers, Generalized Coordinates

There are several approaches to simulation of constrained dynamics problems. Most broadly,
they fall into two categories: approaches which use maximal coordinates, the coordinates of the
bodies disregarding the constraints, and impose auxiliary conditions defining the constraints,
and approaches which use generalized coordinates (sometimes referred to as reduced coordinates,
perhaps because they are reduced in number as compared with maximal coordinates), which are
parameters representing directly the degrees of freedom after accounting for the constraints, and
from which the maximal coordinates can then be deduced. Penalty methods and the method of
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Lagrange multipliers are examples of approaches that use maximal coordinates. We discuss these
first.
Penalty methods. Penalty methods attempt to enforce constraints by penalizing constraint
violation using spring-like restoring forces. As an example, consider the scenario illustrated in
Figure 10 where the ends of two rigid bodies are attached. As a simple illustration of a penalty
method, we add a zero restlength spring that connects the two ends of the rigid bodies, as illustrated
below. The first rigid body then feels a force at its attachment point equal to

𝐟 21 (𝐱1 , 𝜃1 , 𝐱2 , 𝜃2 ) = −𝑘 ((𝐱2 + 𝐫2 (𝜃2 )) − (𝐱1 + 𝐫1 (𝜃1 ))) ,

(167)

while the second rigid body feels a force at its attachment point equal to

𝐟 12 (𝐱1 , 𝜃1 , 𝐱2 , 𝜃2 ) = −𝐟 21 (𝐱1 , 𝜃1 , 𝐱2 , 𝜃2 ).

(168)

More generally, penalty forces may be formulated based on an energy associated with the constraint
violation as in [Faure et al. 2008] and may include damping terms that depend on derivatives of the
constraint [Bender et al. 2014].
While penalty terms for constraint violation are relatively simple to implement, they do suffer
from several drawbacks [Drumwright 2008; Bender et al. 2014]. As with the parameter 𝑘 in our
example above, penalty force terms contain one or more strength parameters. Tuning stiffness
parameters in complex systems with many competing forces can be challenging. When 𝑘 is relatively
large, the constraint will be better maintained. However, this introduces a stiff force into the system
which will incur a severe time step restriction or necessitate implicit integration. Penalty forces can
also lead to undesirable oscillations and make scenes with resting contact of many bodies difficult
to achieve [Bender et al. 2014]. Nevertheless, penalty methods are still widely used, and researchers
continue to develop approaches to mitigate their drawbacks [Harmon et al. 2009; Tang et al. 2012;
Xu et al. 2014].
Lagrange multipliers. The method of Lagrange multipliers is an approach that explicitly
includes in the equations of motion the constraint forces necessary to maintain the constraints.
Unlike a penalty force, the constraint force is exactly that force needed to counteract any other
forces violating the constraint. Although mathematically this is sufficient to maintain a constraint
that is satisfied initially, in practice additional stabilization techniques are required to counteract
drift in the constraint satisfaction.
Consider the constraint equation

𝑔(𝐱) = 0,
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where 𝐱 = (𝑥1 , 𝑥2 , … , 𝑥𝑛 ). This is an implicit surface equation defining all the legal positions 𝐱. The
gradient of the constraint is the vector
𝜕𝑔

⎛ 𝜕𝑥1 (𝐱)⎞
⎜ 𝜕𝑔
⎟
(𝐱)
∇𝑔(𝐱) = ⎜ 𝜕𝑥2 ⎟ .
⎜ ⋮ ⎟
⎜ 𝜕𝑔
⎟
⎝ 𝜕𝑥𝑛 (𝐱)⎠

(170)

As illustrated in the figure above, the gradient vector is perpendicular to the surface. A vector 𝐳

which is tangent to the constraint surface at a point 𝐱 will satisfy 𝐳𝑇 ∇𝑔(𝐱) = 0.
Consider an arbitrary force 𝐅 applied to a constrained particle. If 𝐅 attempts to move the particle
off the constraint surface, a counteracting constraint force 𝐅𝑐 will arise. With the notable exception
of frictional contact forces, the constraint forces we consider act only in the direction ∇𝑔(𝐱), and
are therefore workless [Lanczos 2012]. This is expressed by considering a virtual displacement 𝛿𝑟
that is consistent with the constraints, as

𝐅𝑇𝑐 𝛿𝐫 = 0.

(171)

Displacements consistent with the constraint are those such that 𝛿𝐫 = 𝛼𝐳, so that 𝛿𝐫𝑇 ∇𝑔 = 0.
Therefore, constraint forces that satisfy (171) are exactly those forces of the form
(172)

𝐅𝑐 = 𝜆∇𝑔

for some scalar 𝜆. The scalar 𝜆 is known as the Lagrange multiplier for the constraint, and determines
the strength of the constraint force.
More generally, we consider 𝑚 constraint equations,
⎛ 𝑔1 (𝐱) ⎞ ⎛0⎞
⎜ 𝑔 (𝐱) ⎟ ⎜0⎟
𝐠(𝐱) = ⎜ 2 ⎟ = ⎜ ⎟ = 𝟎.
⎜ ⋮ ⎟ ⎜⋮⎟
⎝𝑔𝑚 (𝐱)⎠ ⎝0⎠

(173)

The Jacobian of the constraints is the 𝑚 × 𝑛 matrix
𝜕𝑔

⎛ 𝜕𝑥11 (𝐱)
⎜ 𝜕𝑔2
𝜕𝐠
(𝐱)
𝐽 (𝐱) =
(𝐱) = ⎜ 𝜕𝑥1
⎜ ⋮
𝜕𝐱
⎜ 𝜕𝑔𝑚
⎝ 𝜕𝑥1 (𝐱)

𝜕𝑔1
𝜕𝑥2 (𝐱)
𝜕𝑔2
𝜕𝑥2 (𝐱)

…
…

𝜕𝑔𝑚
𝜕𝑥2 (𝐱)

…
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𝜕𝑔1
𝜕𝑥𝑛 (𝐱) ⎞
⎟
𝜕𝑔2
𝜕𝑥𝑛 (𝐱) ⎟

⎛ ∇𝑔1 (𝐱)𝑇 ⎞
⎜
⎟
∇𝑔 (𝐱)𝑇 ⎟
=⎜ 2
.
⋮
⎟ ⎜
⎟
⎟ ⎜∇𝑔 (𝐱)𝑇 ⎟
𝜕𝑔𝑚
⎠
𝜕𝑥𝑛 (𝐱)⎠ ⎝ 𝑚

(174)
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In this case, the total constraint forces is comprised of 𝑚 terms, one for each constraint, 𝜆1 ∇𝑔1 +
𝜆2 ∇𝑔2 + … + 𝜆𝑚 ∇𝑔𝑚 , which we write

𝐅𝑐 = 𝐽 𝑇 𝝀,

(175)

for 𝝀 = (𝜆1 , 𝜆2 , … , 𝜆𝑚 ).
Given this form for the constraint forces, the equations of motion, including applied forces and
constraint forces, are written as

𝑀𝐚 = 𝐅 + 𝐅𝑐 = 𝐅 + 𝐽 𝑇 𝝀.

(176)

We follow a derivation similar to [Baraff 1996; Witkin 2001]. The unknown 𝝀 can be determined
by requiring the acceleration 𝐚 of the system to be compatible with the constraint. To get this
condition, we differentiate the constraint equation with respect to time to get

̇
0 = 𝐠(𝐱)
𝜕𝐠 𝑇

̇
𝐱(𝑡)
𝜕𝐱
= 𝐽 (𝐱)𝐯(𝑡),
=

(177)
(178)
(179)

This shows us that the legal velocities are those that are orthogonal to the constraint gradient,
parallel to 𝐳 in the figure above.
To get an expression involving the accelerations, we differentiate once more with respect to time
to get

̈
0 = 𝐠(𝐱)
̇
= 𝐽̇ 𝐯(𝑡) + 𝐽 𝐯(𝑡)

(180)

= 𝐽̇ 𝐯(𝑡) + 𝐽 𝐚(𝑡)

(182)

(181)

This is the condition that must be satisfied by the accelerations to maintain the position and velocity
level constraints. Plugging in 𝐚 from Eq. (176) into (182), we get

𝐽 𝑀 −1 (𝐅 + 𝐽 𝑇 𝝀 ) = −𝐽̇ 𝐯(𝑡).

(183)

Isolating the terms involving 𝝀 on the left hand side, we get

(𝐽 𝑀 −1 𝐽 𝑇 )𝝀 = −𝐽 𝑀 −1 𝐅 − 𝐽̇ 𝐯(𝑡).

(184)

In practice constraints often couple only a few degrees of freedom in the system. Therefore, the
factors 𝐽 and 𝑀 in (184) are typically sparse. However, the product 𝐽 𝑀 −1 𝐽 𝑇 is not generally sparse.
Baraff [Baraff 1996] reformulated Eq. (184) into the sparse KKT system

𝑀
(−𝐽

𝐲
𝟎
−𝐽 𝑇
=
,
0 ) (𝝀 ) (−𝐛)

(185)

where 𝐲 = 𝐚 − 𝑀 −1 𝐅, and 𝐛 = −𝐽 𝑀 −1 𝐅 − 𝐽̇ 𝐯(𝑡) is the left-hand side of (184), and described a
linear-time algorithm for its solution which is applicable in many practical cases. KKT systems
appear regularly in solution methods for a variety of constrained dynamics problems.
Generalized coordinates. So far we have treated constraints in maximal coordinates and used
Newton’s second law to define the equations of motion. Another approach to constrained dynamics
is based on finding a minimal set of independent coordinates, or generalized coordinates,

𝑞1 , 𝑞2 , … , 𝑞𝑁 ,
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and expressing the equations of motion in terms of these coordinates and their derivatives. The
formulation of the equations of motion in terms of generalized coordinates is part of the subject of
variational mechanics, developed after Newton’s time by Euler, Lagrange, Hamilton, and others
[Lanczos 2012]. The choice of 𝑞𝑖 is not unique, but in some cases there may be a particular choice
which is natural and convenient.
The best-known example of generalized coordinates are those for a rigid body, which can be
viewed as a collection of particles where each pair of particles are constrained to be a fixed distance
apart. In three dimensions, a minimal set of six degrees of freedom, three for position and three for
orientation, is used to describe a rigid body. The maximal coordinates of any point on the body can
be calculated from the generalized coordinates using the well known formula in Section 2.2.1.
The 𝑛 (𝑛 > 𝑁 ) maximal coordinates are given as functions of the generalized coordinates,

𝑥1 = 𝑥1 (𝑞1 , 𝑞2 , … , 𝑞𝑁 )
𝑥2 = 𝑥2 (𝑞1 , 𝑞2 , … , 𝑞𝑁 )
⋮
𝑥𝑛 = 𝑥𝑛 (𝑞1 , 𝑞2 , … , 𝑞𝑁 ).

(186)
(187)
(188)
(189)

Concatening all the maximal and generalized coordinates, we denote this 𝐱 = 𝐱(𝐪). In general,
Equations (186)-(189) may also depend on time, but for simplicity we do not consider that case
here. See [Murray et al. 1986; Lanczos 2012] for further details.
These expressions can be used to define the kinetic energy and potential energy of the system in
terms of the 𝐪 and 𝐪̇ , the generalized velocity. The velocity of the system is

̇ =
𝐱(𝑡)

𝜕𝐱
̇
𝐪.
𝜕𝐪

(190)

Let 𝐽 (𝐪) = 𝜕𝐱
𝜕𝐪 be the Jacobian of the coordinate functions. The kinetic energy is given by

1
1
1
̇ 𝑇 𝑀 𝐽 ̇𝐪̇ = 𝐪̇ 𝑇 𝐽 𝑇 𝑀𝐽 𝐪.
̇
𝑇 = 𝐱̇ 𝑇 𝑀 𝐱̇ = (𝐽 𝐪)
2
2
2

(191)

Analogous to the force in the system of maximal coordinates, we can define generalized forces
for the system of generalized coordinates. For example, for a rigid body the generalized forces are
the six components of the force and torque and on the body. As described in detail in [Lanczos
2012], two sets of forces for two sets of coordinates will induce equivalent dynamics if they do
the same virtual work on a virtual displacement consistent with the constraints. Therefore, the
generalized forces for any system can be easily found by equating the virtual work done by both
sets of forces on virtual displacements consistent with the constraints as

𝐅 ⋅ 𝛿𝐱 = 𝐆 ⋅ 𝛿𝐪,

(192)

where we have used 𝐆 ∈ ℝ𝑁 to represent the generalized forces. The displacements 𝛿𝐱 are required
to be consistent with the constraints, so 𝛿𝐱 = 𝐽 𝛿𝐪. Using this, we get

𝐅𝑇 𝛿𝐱 = 𝐆𝑇 𝛿𝐪
𝐅𝑇 𝐽 𝛿𝐪

=

𝐆𝑇 𝛿𝐪

(193)
(194)

The coordinates 𝛿𝐪 are unconstrained and so are arbitrary. This means we must have

𝐅𝑇 𝐽 = 𝐆𝑇 , or 𝐆 = 𝐽 𝑇 𝐅.
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We can verify this result in the case of a rigid body, where the velocity of a particle is

𝐫∗𝑇 )

𝐱̇ = (𝐼
so 𝐽 = (𝐼

𝐯
(𝝎 )

(196)

,

𝐫∗𝑇 ). A force 𝐅 applied to the particle results in a generalized force on the body
𝐆 = 𝐽𝑇𝐅 =

𝐼
(𝐫 ∗ )

𝐅=

𝐅
(𝐫 × 𝐅)

,

(197)

which are the familiar expressions for force and torque.
The Lagrange equations of motion, analogous to Newton’s second law, can be written as

𝑑 𝜕𝑇
= 𝐆,
(198)
𝑑𝑡 ( 𝜕 𝐪̇ )
where 𝐺 are the generalized forces. For conservative forces, we can define the Lagrangian, 𝐿 = 𝑇 −𝑉 ,
where 𝑉 is the potential energy associated with the forces, and express the above as the EulerLagrange equations
𝑑 𝜕𝐿
𝜕𝐿
−
= 𝟎.
(199)
𝑑𝑡 ( 𝜕 𝐪̇ ) 𝜕𝐪
Additional generalized forces accounting for non-conservative forces or constraint forces not
respected by the generalized coordinates can be included on the right hand side of the EulerLagrange equations.
As an example we consider the pendulum in two dimensions illustrated in the figure below. A

single particle of mass 𝑚 with maximal coordinates 𝐱 = (𝑥, 𝑦) is suspended at a length 𝑙 . Although
𝐱 has two coordinates, the system has only one degree of freedom due to the constraint imposed
by the pendulum. We use the angle of pendulum with the vertical, 𝜃 , as the generalized coordinate.
With the origin at the attachment point, the maximal coordinates are
(200)

𝑥(𝜃) = 𝑙 sin 𝜃
𝑦(𝜃) = −𝑙 cos 𝜃

(201)

The velocity is

̇
𝑥(𝜃)
̇ )
(𝑦(𝜃)
The kinetic energy is
We have

=

𝑙 cos 𝜃 𝜃̇
( 𝑙 sin 𝜃 𝜃̇ )

= 𝐽 𝜃.̇

1
1
𝑇 = 𝑚(𝑥̇ 2 + 𝑦̇ 2 ) = 𝑚𝑙 2 𝜃̇ 2 .
2
2
𝜕𝑇
= 𝑚𝑙 2 𝜃,̇
𝜕 𝜃̇
47
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and thus

𝑑 𝜕𝑇
= 𝑚𝑙 2 𝜃.̈
𝑑𝑡 ( 𝜕 𝜃̇ )

(203)

The only force we need to explicitly account for is gravity, given in maximal coordinates as
(0, −𝑚𝑔)𝑇 . The generalized force is therefore

𝐽𝑇

0
(−𝑚𝑔 )

= (𝑙 cos 𝜃

𝑙 sin 𝜃 )

0
(−𝑚𝑔 )

= −𝑙𝑚𝑔 sin 𝜃.

(204)

Putting together Equations (203) and (204), we get

𝑚𝑙 2 𝜃̈ = −𝑙𝑚𝑔 sin 𝜃,
or the well-known equations of motion for a pendulum

𝑔
𝜃̈ + sin 𝜃 = 0.
𝑙

5.4

Practical Constrained Rigid Body Systems

Practical rigid body simulation systems must deal with a variety of constraints. These include
articulation constraints, or joints (e.g., ball and socket, revolute, prismatic), collisions, and resting
and sliding contact. For ragdoll physics, where the connectivity prescribed by the articulation
constraints is that of a tree (no closed loops), generalized coordinates are often efficiently employed
[Bender et al. 2014], using e.g., Featherstone’s algorithm [Featherstone 1983]. For other types of
constraints, constraint forces are widely used. In these cases, several modifications are made to the
formulation of Lagrange multipliers presented in Section 5.3.
In Section 5.3, we took the second time derivative of the constraint equation, which gave us an
acceleration-level condition for constraint satisfaction. We then derived the linear system for the
Lagrange multipliers by plugging in the acceleration from Newton’s second law into this condition
and solving for 𝝀 . This effectively determines the forces needed to maintain a legal acceleration.
Assuming that the position and velocity are already legal, legal accelerations should result in
maintenance of the position and velocity level constraints over the time. In practice, there are issues
with acceleration-level constraints that make them unsuitable as a general-purpose approach in
rigid body systems. Newton’s second law describes a continuous evolution of the velocity. However,
collision of rigid bodies results in a discontinuous change in velocity, as when a rigid block hits the
ground and immediately bounces back up. Acceleration-level resolution of constraints has also
been found to be problematic in modeling frictional contact scenarios, as when an object is pushed
over a rough surface (as in the Painlevé paradox).
For these reasons, many systems model rigid body constraints on the velocity level, using the
integrated Newton’s equations that describe finite velocity changes [Mirtich 1996; Guendelman
et al. 2003; Weinstein et al. 2006]. In the velocity-level formulation, impulses change the velocity of
a body discontinuously. An impulse is defined as the integral of a force acting over time,
𝑡2

𝐣=∫

𝐟 𝑑𝑡.

𝑡1

(205)

It therefore has units of momentum, N ⋅ s = kg m/s. An impulse applied to a particle of mass 𝑚 will
result in a change of momentum of the particle. Integrating Newton’s second law for a particle
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with mass 𝑚 with respect to time, we get the momentum-impulse equation
𝑡2

𝑡2

∫

𝑡1

𝑚𝐚 𝑑𝑡 = ∫

𝐟 𝑑𝑡,

𝑡1

⇒ 𝑚(𝐯(𝑡2 ) − 𝐯(𝑡1 )) = 𝐣.

(206)
(207)

To reformulate the system (185) on the velocity level, we consider the discretized Newton’s law

𝑀𝐕𝑛+1 = 𝑀𝐕𝑛 + Δ𝑡𝐅 + Δ𝑡𝐽 𝑇 𝝀 𝑛+1 .

(208)

The velocity constraint (179) is 𝐽 𝐕𝑛+1 = 𝟎. Defining 𝝁𝑛+1 = Δ𝑡𝝀 𝑛+1 , moving the unknowns 𝐕𝑛+1
and 𝝁𝑛+1 to the left hand side, and combining the two equations gives the linear system [Tournier
et al. 2015]

𝑀
(−𝐽

𝑀𝐕𝑛 + Δ𝑡𝐅
𝐕𝑛+1
−𝐽 𝑇
=
.
)
𝟎
0 ) ( 𝝁𝑛+1 ) (

(209)

This linear system is similar to Eq. (185), but has units of momentum instead of force. Notice also
that instead of 𝝀 , we have the impulse form 𝝁 = Δ𝑡𝝀 as the unknown. If we eliminate 𝐕𝑛+1 from
the equations, we get the system

𝐽 𝑀 −1 𝐽 𝑇 𝝁𝑛+1 = −𝐽 𝐕𝑛 − Δ𝑡𝐽 𝑀 −1 𝐅.

(210)

Equation (210) is an equation that couples the solution of the constraints impulses, which occurs
because when a body’s velocity is adjusted to satisfy a constraint, it may result in the violation of a
different constraint. The constraints in the system must be taken into account simultaneously to give
a solution that satisfies them all. In practice, many systems use an impulse-based approach [Mirtich
1996; Guendelman et al. 2003; Weinstein et al. 2006], computing an approximate solution to (210)
using a limited number of Gauss-Seidel iterations, where each constraint is updated independently
using the most recently computed state of the other constraints. Interactive applications may
severely limit the number of allowed Gauss-Seidel iterations, and require techniques such as warmstarting the solution (with the solution from the previous time step) to achieve acceptable results
[Catto 2014]. Gauss-Seidel approaches can be very slow to converge when a light object couples
the interaction between two heavier objects, as the light object will not succeed in moving the
heavy object very much during a single pairwise iteration. This messenger problem can be partially
mitigated by solving some constraints simultaneously, a compromise between solving the full
global system and local pairwise constraints [Shinar et al. 2008; Catto 2014].
Another issue which occurs in practice due to discretization and numerical errors is that of drift.
In the acceleration-level formulation of Section 5.3, the position and velocity are assumed to satisfy
the constraint initially, and only accelerations are required to be legal thereafter. Over time, this will
cause velocities and positions to drift away from legal states, creating noticeable artifacts such as
erroneous overlaps or gaps. The velocity-level formulation as presented so far in this section suffers
from a similar problem because it does not explicitly correct any position errors in the constraints.
To combat drift, stabilization techniques are employed [Bender et al. 2014]. A widely used approach
̈
is Baumgarte stabilization [Baumgarte 1972], where the acceleration constraint equation 𝐠(𝐱)
=0
is replaced with [Bender et al. 2014]

̈ + 2𝛼 𝐠(𝐱)
̇
𝐠(𝐱)
+ 𝛽 2 𝐠(𝐱) = 0,

(211)

for some parameters 𝛼 and 𝛽 which must be tuned. For the velocity-level formulation, the velocity
̇
constraint equation 𝐠(𝐱)
= 0 is replaced with

̇
𝐠(𝐱)
+ 𝛾 𝐠(𝐱) = 0,
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Fig. 11. A convex polygon is one that fully contains the line segment joining any two points in the
polygon. The polygon on the left is nonconvex, while the polygon on the right is convex.
for some tunable parameter 𝛾 . When the position-level constraint 𝐠(𝐱) = 0 is already satisfied, this
will result in the same equation as before. If there is error in the position constraint, the computed
velocities will drive the error to zero.
Many practical rigid body systems (e.g., Bullet [Coumans 2010], ODE [Smith et al. 2005], and
Box2D [Catto 2011a]) add compliance to hard constraints by replacing 𝐽 𝐯 = 0 with

𝛽
𝐠(𝐱) + 𝛾 𝝀 = 0,
Δ𝑡
for constants 𝛽 and 𝛾 [Catto 2011b]. The linear system (209) then becomes
𝐽𝐯 +

𝑀
(−𝐽

𝑀𝐕𝑛 + Δ𝑡𝐅
𝐕𝑛+1
−𝐽 𝑇
=
.
𝛽
𝑛+1
𝛾 𝐼 ) ( 𝝁 ) ( − Δ𝑡
𝐠(𝐗𝑛 ) )

(213)

(214)

This makes the constraint a bit softer, while countering drift. Furthermore, Eq. (214) is easier
to solve numerically as the new diagonal block regularizes the equations, which may become
poorly conditioned in the case of redundant or nearly redundant constraints. See also [Catto 2011b;
Tournier et al. 2015; Lacoursiere 2007] for further details.
5.5

Collisions

Dynamic scenarios with many rigid or deformable solids will typically lead to many collisions
and contacts between objects. Soft bodies also experience self-collision, where one part of the
body deforms and collides with another part of the body. Cloth simulations in particular can
undergo many simultaneous self-collisions that can be challenging to resolve. In all of these cases,
a significant part of the computational cost of a solver is in detecting and resolving collisions and
contacts.
Collision detection. Before collisions can be resolved, they must first be detected by checking
for interpenetration of object geometry. Collision detection algorithms make use of a variety of
geometric representations.
Polygonal geometry is commonly used to represent both rigid and deformable bodies. Many
algorithms have been developed for finding intersections of polytopes, particularly convex polytopes
(illustrated above). The Separating Axis Theorem says that if a separating hyperplane can be found
between two convex shapes, they are disjoint and hence do not intersect. Faces of potentially
colliding geometry are natural candidates for separating hyperplanes. Convex decompositions are
often computed for nonconvex bodies for collision detection purposes. When using polygonal
geometry, various intersection cases must be considered, such as point-face intersections and
edge-edge intersections.
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Fig. 12. Left and middle: Three-dimensional dragon model and two-dimensional slice of its signed
distance field. Right: Signed distance field for a circle. The vertices of a polygonal shape, illustrated in
white, can be efficiently tested against the signed distance field to detect the interpenetration.
Another geometric representation commonly used in collision detection is the signed distance
field. The signed distance field 𝜙(𝐱) of an object assigns to each point in space 𝐱 the signed distance
from 𝐱 to the nearest point on the surface of the object. Points inside the object will have 𝜙 < 0
while points outside have 𝜙 > 0, or the other way around depending on the convention used. The
surface is then implicitly defined as the zero level set of 𝜙 , the points 𝐱 such that 𝜙(𝐱) = 0. Typically
𝜙 will be sampled on a structured grid containing the object. Surface points 𝐩 from other objects
can query 𝜙(𝐩) to determine in constant time whether they are inside or outside the object, as
illustrated in the figure below. Though inside/outside tests are fast, with many objects there can be
significant memory overhead in storing the distance fields. Also, while 𝜙 can be computed once
for rigid bodies in a preprocessing step, for deformable geometry it may need to be recomputed
intermittently. Another advantage of a signed distance representation is that the surface normals
needed for collision and contact resolution can be readily computed from the signed distance field
since 𝐧(𝐱) = ∇𝜙(𝐱).
For 𝑛 objects, there are 𝑂(𝑛2 ) pairs of objects. To make collision detection practical in simulations
with many interacting objects, acceleration structures must be employed. A common approach
is to create bounding volumes for the geometry, specifically volumes for which intersection tests
can be made very fast. The bounding volumes are then used to quickly prune the set of possible
intersections, since two objects do not intersect if their bounding volumes do not intersect. Spheres,
axis-aliged bounding boxes, and oriented bounding boxes are commonly used. Furthermore, hierarchical bounding volumes can computed, potentially allowing for more efficient culling of a
large number of candidate intersections. In addition to bounding volumes, spatial partitions can
accelerate collision detection by indicating which objects are simultaneously present in a particular
region of space. The must be updated throughout the simulation as the objects evolve.
In discrete collision detection we consider the geometric state of objects in the scene at a fixed
instant in time, ignoring their trajectories. For large volumetric objects this is often sufficient.
However, thin objects such as cloth, or very small objects could experience intersections during a
time step that would not be evident when looking at a fixed instant of time at the beginning or
end of the time step. For example, a small object thrown at a piece of cloth could be fully on one
side of the cloth at the start of the time step and fully on the other side at the end of the time step.
However, between the two instants of time the object passed through the cloth, so in principle
a collision should be detected and resolved. Continuous collision detection takes into account the
trajectory of motion over the time step when checking for intersections. Analytical methods for
solving the intersection problem exist in some cases. Ray casting and numerical solvers are also
used. This is harder and more computationally intensive than discrete collision detection and some
systems may avoid continuous collision detection by limiting time steps.
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Collision response (1D). In collision response, the solver resolves a previously detected collision, typically by computing and applying a pair of impulses to the colliding bodies so that their
updated velocities are valid. Let us consider a simple example where two particles in one dimension
with masses 𝑚1 , 𝑚2 and velocities 𝑣1 , 𝑣2 collide, as illustrated below. By Newton’s third law, they

will exert equal and opposite forces on each other. The collision is instantaneous, so we find a pair
of impulses ±𝑗 that effect the change in momenta of the particles. Let 𝑣1′ and 𝑣2′ be the velocities of
the particles after the collision. We add impulses 𝑗 and −𝑗 to the system as

𝑚1 𝑣1′ = 𝑚1 𝑣1 + 𝑗

(215)

𝑚2 𝑣2′

(216)

= 𝑚2 𝑣2 − 𝑗,

and require that the collision be inelastic, or sticking, which means that after the collision the
particles travel together, i.e.,

𝑣1′ = 𝑣2′ .

(217)

We now have three equations and three unknowns. We solve for 𝑣1′ and 𝑣2′ in Equations (215) and
(216) and plug the expressions into Eq. (217) to get

1
1
(𝑚 𝑣 + 𝑗) =
(𝑚 𝑣 − 𝑗).
𝑚1 1 1
𝑚2 2 2

(218)

We can now solve for 𝑗 :

1

1
𝑗 = 𝑣2 − 𝑣1
𝑚2 )

(219)

1 −1
1
+
(𝑣2 − 𝑣1 ).
( 𝑚1 𝑚2 )

(220)

( 𝑚1
⇒𝑗=

+

For example, if 𝑣1 = 𝑣 , 𝑣2 = −𝑣 , and 𝑚1 = 𝑚2 = 𝑚, then the above tells us that 𝑗 = −𝑚𝑣 and
after the collision 𝑣1′ = 𝑣2′ = 0. If 𝑣1 = 𝑣 , 𝑣2 = −𝑣 , and 𝑚1 = 3, 𝑚2 = 1, then after the collision
𝑣1′ = 𝑣2′ = 12 𝑣 , so that the particles continue to travel together in the direction that the more
massive particle was traveling, with reduced speed.
It is also common to employ elastic collisions, especially in rigid body simulation. In that case,
instead of being zero, the relative velocity of the particles after collision is given by

(𝑣2′ − 𝑣1′ ) = −𝜖(𝑣2 − 𝑣1 ),

(221)

where 𝜖 ∈ [0, 1] is the coefficient of restitution. Note that 𝜖 = 0 gives the inelastic case above.
Substituting the expressions for 𝑣1′ and 𝑣2′ from Eqs. (215) and (216) as before, and solving for 𝑗 we
get

𝑗=

1 −1
1
+
(1 + 𝜖)(𝑣2 − 𝑣1 ).
( 𝑚1 𝑚2 )

(222)

For example, if 𝑣1 = 𝑣 , 𝑣2 = −𝑣 , and 𝑚1 = 𝑚2 = 𝑚, then for a perfectly elastic collision with 𝜖 = 1,
𝑗 = −2𝑚𝑣 , and 𝑣1′ = −𝑣 , 𝑣2′ = 𝑣 .
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Deformable object collisions. Physically, the bounce resulting from a collision occurs due to
deformation of the colliding objects in some region around the collision. As the bodies collide,
they compress, and elastic energy is stored. The release of the energy results in the rebound
seen following the collision. Therefore, for deformable objects, one can use the inelastic collision
equations described above. The one-dimensional case generalizes straightforwardly to two or three
dimensions to give

𝑚1 𝐯′1 = 𝑚1 𝐯1 + 𝐣

(223)

𝑚2 𝐯′2
𝐯′2

(224)

= 𝑚2 𝐯2 − 𝐣
=

𝐯′1 ,

(225)

for a total of six equations and unknowns in two dimensions, or nine equations and unknowns
in three dimensions. The velocities are measured at the point of collision, and the impulses are
applied at the point of collision. As the objects deform, there may be many points of collision.
Rigid body collisions. For rigid bodies the situation is somewhat different than for deformable
bodies. Physically, such objects will also undergo deformation in a collision in the process described
above for deformable bodies. But given the rigid body idealization which prohibits any deformation,
a different approach is needed to model rigid body collisions. Typically, collision laws are used
to relate quantities before and after the collision [Chatterjee and Ruina 1998]. These are derived
similarly to the above derivations, but consider also the angular components of velocity and
momentum. The treatment of friction in the tangential directions of motion significantly complicates
rigid body collisions. We first consider the simpler cases of sticking and frictionless collisions.
Following [Ruina and Pratap 2009], we consider the collision of two rigid bodies with masses 𝑚1 ,
𝑚2 , inertia tensors 𝐼1 , 𝐼2 , linear velocities 𝐯1 , 𝐯2 , and angular velocities 𝝎 1 , 𝝎 2 . The velocities after
collision are denoted with a prime as before. The scenario is illustrated below. The figure identifies

a plane tangent to the bodies at the time of collision, with 𝐧 a unit normal the plane.
We write the linear momenta of the bodies before and after the collision,

𝑚1 𝐯′𝐶1 = 𝑚1 𝐯𝐶1 + 𝐣

(226)

𝑚2 𝐯′𝐶2

(227)

= 𝑚2 𝐯𝐶2 − 𝐣,
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and the angular momenta of the bodies before and and after collisions as

𝐼1 𝝎 ′1 = 𝐼1 𝝎 1 + 𝐫1 × 𝐣,

(228)

𝐼2 𝝎 ′2

(229)

= 𝐼2 𝝎 1 − 𝐫2 × 𝐣.

For a sticking collisions, the remaining equations state that the objects move at the same velocity
at the point of contact immediately following the collision:

𝐯′𝑃1 = 𝐯′𝑃2 ,

(230)

𝐯′𝑃1 = 𝐯′𝐶1 + 𝝎 ′1 × 𝐫1 ,

(231)

𝐯′𝑃2

(232)

where

=

𝐯′𝐶2

+ 𝝎 ′2

× 𝐫2

are the velocities of the first and second body, respectively, at the collision point. The number of
equations/unknowns in (226)-(230) are eight in two dimensions and fifteen in three dimensions.
For a frictionless elastic collision, we assume

𝐣 = 𝑗𝐧,

(233)

and replace Eq. (230) with a condition on the normal component of the relative velocities after
collisions, analogous to Eq. (221):

(𝐯′𝑃2 − 𝐯′𝑃1 ) ⋅ 𝐧 = −𝜖(𝐯𝑃2 − 𝐯𝑃1 ) ⋅ 𝐧,

(234)

where 𝜖 ∈ [0, 1]. Given the linear and angular velocities of the bodies before the collision and the
collision plane at collision, these equations can be solved to determine the normal impulse and the
velocities of the bodies after the collision.
Frictional collisions. In frictional collisions, the impulse 𝐣 consists of both a normal component
and a tangential component that prevents or damps the relative tangential velocities of the bodies
at the point of collision.
We first describe the Coulomb friction model, which is an empirical model describing the frictional
forces that arise in sticking or sliding contact. According to the Coulomb friction model, the
magnitude of the tangential force cannot exceed 𝜇 ‖𝐟 𝑛 ‖, but may be less if the contact point is
sticking. The direction of the tangential force is directly opposing the tangential direction of motion.
The coefficient 𝜇 is called the coefficient of friction. When the contact is sliding, the tangential
force is at its maximum possible value, and is equal to

𝐟 𝑡 = −𝜇 ‖𝐟 𝑛 ‖𝐭,
where 𝐭 is the direction of motion. When the contact is sticking, the tangential force is just enough
to counteract other tangential forces. This is summarized in this plot, adapted from [Ruina and
Pratap 2009]: When the relative velocity at the contact point is positive, the frictional force is −𝜇𝑓𝑛 𝐭.
When the relative motion is negative, the frictional force is 𝜇𝑓𝑛 𝐭. When the relative velocity is zero,
the frictional force is between these two values.
The restrictions on the forces or impulses in the Coulomb friction model can be illustrated by
the friction cone, defined by the inequality
‖𝐟 𝑡 ‖ ≤ 𝜇 ‖𝐟 𝑛 ‖,
and shown here.
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In [Guendelman et al. 2003], tangential frictional impulses were included in rigid body collisions
by first assuming sticking in the tangential direction, as

(𝐼 − 𝐧𝐧𝑇 )(𝐯′𝑃2 − 𝐯′𝑃1 ) = 𝟎,

(235)

and solving this along with Eqs. (226)-(229) and (234). If the solution 𝐣 is in the friction cone, then
the sticking assumption is admissible and the impulse 𝐣 is used. If 𝐣 is not in the friction cone, then
sliding friction is applied. In practice, algebraic collision laws such as this one can give rise to some
nonphysical results. A detailed analysis of several collision laws is given in [Chatterjee and Ruina
1998].
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